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Transportation network design involves deciding which roads to build to form the

transportation infrastructure and whicli roads to upgrade to efficientiy increase the

capacities of the network. Traffic assignment models are needed as an essential part

of netrvork design procedures. NIost network design models ignore the stochastic

and dynamic aspects of traffic demand in the assignment part. These aspects are

considered in this thesis.

A logit-based stochastic traffic assignmeni model is explored and neu' algoríthms

for solving stochastic static trafrc assignment probiems are developed. A nern'branch

and bound approach for soiving discrete network design problems with stochastic

static traffic assignment is developed. This is the first time that stochastic trafic

assignment is included in a network design model.

A nelv traffic assignment algorithm, using the method of successive averages, is

developed for dynamic traffic assignment. Theoretical analysis of this aigorithm in

a simplified network is provided. A branch and boun<i approach for solving network

design problems with dynamic traffic assignment is developed. By incorporating

the dynamic traffic assignment model into a network design model, one is able to

consider peak hour traffic situation in solving network desìgn problems.

Traffic assignment and network design models with time-varying demands are

extended to formulate a parts routing problem and a system design problem in a

ma rufacturing system. The manufacturing problems are solved by the techniques

developed in this transportation study.
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ãntroduactiom

1-.L The Tbansportatïon Network Ðesign (NÐ)
Problern

1-.1.1 Background

Transportation network design deals with planning transportation netrvorks. This

includes deciding which roads to build to form the transportation infrastructure and

rvhich roads to upgrade to increase the capacities of the network. Transportation

network planning is an important practical work since it is a routine task of trans-

portation agencies and significantly affects the daily life of the people. It is also an

important research problem and attracts much attention from transportation studies

because many practical problems are very complicated and remain unsolved. The

motivation of ihis research is to develop models and algorithms that can be used to

solve complicated pra,ctical network design problems.

A transportation network refers to the inf¡astructure of a transportation system

such as a city road netw-ork, a highway transportation network, a rail road system,

or air service connections of an airline company. The phrase "network design" is

usually used to refe¡ to two different but related types of transportation planning

problems:



i) i\faking decision whether to add/deiete connections (links) in an existing trans-

portation netrvork; and/or, rvhether to improve/reduce capacities of certain

existing links in the netlvork. A typical example is of a city transportation

agency deciding which road(s) in the city should be upgraded or which nen'

road(s) should be built. The objective of the planning rvork is to maximize

the beneflts from the upgrading and constructions of the road(s) rvithin the

city's budget constraint.

ii) Ptanning of a new transportation netrvork where none was in existence pre-

viously; such as planning a transportation network in a nerv city. A good

exarnple is planning of the road system for the Citv of Brasilia.

The first type of netrvork design problem is more common than the second one, and

it needs to be solved rnuch more often than the latter. In an ever changing society,

there is always a need to establish new connections among residential or business

areas even for a newly constructed city. In this tesearch, therefore, we will mainly

study the first type of netrvork design problem. The phrase "network design (ND)

problems" in this thesis will refer to the first type of network design problem only.

As discussed above, solving ND problems deals with the issues of adding, deleting

and improving iinks in an existing network according to given criteria. Practical ND

examples can be found in our daily life. T¡affic roads in a city needs to be maintained

and upgraded every year. Once a rn'hile, the whole transportation system of a city

may need to be improved. l\{aking decisions regarding the selection of certain roads

for upgrading and/or selecting new roads between two residential areas for building is

a typical network design problem. Another example can be found in today's railway

systems. Higher operating cost and reduced demand of railu'ay traveliers have forced

raihvay companies to stop part of their services. The decisions of which part of

2



the current services should be discontinued rvhiÌe keeping the remaining service at a

maximum possible level is a,lso a netrvork design problern. City public transit systems

may face a similar netrvork design problem. Airline companies aiso need to soh'e ND

problems. Economic recession may bring airline companies to reduce or stop part

of their serl'ices. Making decisions as to which air routes to disconnect or determine

the level of services to be provided is an l{D probiem similar to the one that railway

companies ha,ve. When the economy starts booming, however, airline companies

may face another ND. They may need to make decisions regarding the restoration

of some of the old connections or establish nerv connections in order to meet the

increasing demands. For different ND problems, major considerations in solving

the problems may change. For example, construction cost wiil be a major factor in

solving an ND problem in a road network, while in a airline system, operating cosi

will be the main consideration.

In this thesis tesearch, we mainiy discuss ND problems in highway or urban

transportation netrvorks. The main considerations in solving such network design

problems are:

e total travel time that ail the travellers need to spend in the concerned networks

in order to complete journeys from their origins to destinations; and

E consttuction cost needed to modify the existing networks.

In this era of ever decreasing budgets, the need to optimize the network de-

sign process is becoming more critical. The methods presently empioyed in solving

practicai ltlD problems are combinations of experience and some simple heuristic

procedures. Mathematical optimization modeis and aigorithms have also been de-

veloped and applied in solving ND problems. Advantages and limitations of the

Ð



diferent approaches in solving ND problems will be discussed later in this chapter.

In this research, we mainly discuss the development of optimization or heuristic

models and algorithrns that can be used to solve realistic ND probiems.

'1..1..2 The Importance of NÐ Froblems

Properly soiving ND problems is very important due to the following reasons;

ø Solution of an ND problem has great social and political impact on a local

community or even on the whole society. To construct a highway or dis-

continue a part of railway services rnay affect the daily lives of hundreds of

people. A wrong solution of a large scale ND problem may result in social and

environmental disasters.

ø A large amount of manpower and capital investment is invoived in most ND

problems. Millions of dollars may be needed to build a short segment of

highway. Dismantiing a portion of a railway service or deleting an airline

connection may cost hundreds of jobs. Optimal or sub-optimal solutions of ND

problems must be searched for because of the possibility of wasting precious

manpower and huge capital investment if a wrong solution is implemented,

1.1-.S The Coneplexity of ND Problems

ND problems are usually difficult to solve because of their compiexities. To properly

solve an ND problem, one needs to consider many complicated factors. To solve an

ND problem normally involves one or more of the follorving factors:

ø Traffic assignment component: Solving different traffic assignment problems

is needed in order to soh'e different ND probiems. For example, if one is to

solve an ND problem in a irighway or urban road netlvork, traffic assignment

4



should be generated according to the user equilibrium principle (Wardrop's

First Principle); if, however, the ND problem is raised from a railway system

or airline services, traffic assignment should be generated according to the

system optimal principie (Wardrop's Second Principle). Traffic assignments

based on the two different principles are generated by different models and

algorithms.

Uncontrollabie factors: In solving an ND problem in a road network, behavior

of the motorists in the network is assumed to be predictable but uncontrollable.

The number of vehicles on the roads in the netrn'ork are the main variables in

solving the ND problem. These variables are descriptive variables because of

the uncontrollable beiravior of the motorists. It could be very complicated

to formulate an optimization model with those uncontrollable variables in the

ND problem.

Time-varying aspect: In solving an ND problem in an urban road network,

one should consider the time-varying aspects of traffic demands. Soii'ing ND

problems in an urban network normally aims at reducing trafrc congestions

during peak hours when traffic demands are time-varying. Models and algo-

rithms will not generate realistic solutions for such dynamic ND problems if

the time-varying aspect is ignored. However, ND problems with the additional

time variable become ver)¡ complicated.

Multipie stages: The procedure of solving an ND problem can normaily be

divided into two stages: i) traffic assignment; ii) selection of a proper set of

candidate links.



ø Integer variables: In formuiating an ND model, integer variables may be tn-

voived. It is often difficult to develop an efficient algorithm to solve an opti-

mization model with integer variables.

e Social and political factors: They are often involved in solving many realistic

ND problems. It is also difficult to use any mathematical models or to develop

optimization models to deai with such qualitative information.

L.2 Techníques lJsed f,or Solving NE) Froblerrrs

As discussed above, the implementation of an ND problem solution may require

large scale construction. To construct a segment of highway or to stop certain part

of railway services may have certain social, poiitical or environmental impacts. In

most cases, it is impossible to conduct real scale experiments in searching solutions

of an ND probiem. Or, at least, such experiments are nornall¡' tto, afordable.

Approaches for solving ND problems then rely on:

i) knoivledge of rvell trained and highly skilled experts with long time experience in

transportation network planning; these experts can make good decisions using

their experience; and

ii) optimization or simulation models to solve various ND problems. ND problem

solutions can be generated by computer programs based on scientific proce-

du¡es. These solutions can be tested by computer programs using realistic

examples before they are implemented.

Qualitative kno'rvledge and long time domain experience of transportation plan-

ning experts can never be replaced by computer programs. Their experience must be



utilized in solving realistic ND probiems. In fact, many complicated ND problems

are sol'i'ed mainly by sucir knowledge and experience.

On the other irand, mathematical models and other scientific procedures are

pla¡ring a more important role in solving today's ND problems. Scientific research

of ND problems is very active. But realistic iarge scale ND problems are very

diflfi.cult to sol'i'e by mathematical optimization methods and they require a iarge

amount of computational effort. In recent years, many researchers have focused on

finding efficient methods to soh'e realistic large-scale ND problems.

Techniques used in this research for solving ND problems are mainly mathemat-

ical optimization models and efficient algorithms. Some of the aigorithms are exact

methods and some of them are only heuristic methods. The effectiveness and efr-

ciency of the algorithms are our main considerations. AIl the algorithms developed

in this thesis research have been coded in computer programming ianguage. The

correctness and efficiency of these aigorithms can be tested by computer using small

or large network examples.

X-.3 Majon Contríbutïons of This Research

Traffic assignment and ND probiems have been studied by many researchers. Many

useful results have been reported and published in the literature. However, the

two major weaknesses in the existing models are that many of them i) ignore the

stochastic element, and ii) ignore the time-varying aspect. These two important

aspects are included in different models developed in the research presented in this

thesis. The major contributions made in this research can be iisted as follows:

ø For static transportation netrvorks in u'hich traffic demands are not time-

varying:

7



A stochastic traffic assignment model is explored and new algorithms for

soiving the stochastic traffic assignment problems are developed,

A new branch and bound approach for soiving discrete ND problems

with stochastic traffic assignment is developed. To our knowledge, this is

the first time that tire stochastic traffi.c assignment is included in an ND

model.

e For dynamic transportation net'ivorks in which trafÊc demands are time-varying:

- A ner¡' traffic assignment algorithm is developed and theoretical analysis

of the algorithm in a simplified network is provided.

- A branch and bound approach for solving discrete ND probiems with

dynamic traffic assignment is developed. This is the first time that a

dynamic traffic assignment model is incorporated into an ND model.

ø Other contributions;

ND solutions based on static and dynamic traffic demands are compared

for different types of performance functions. It concludes that time-

varying aspect of traffic demands shouid be considered in solving ND

problems.

Traffic assignrnent and ND models with time-varying demands are ex-

tended to formulate a parts routing problem and a system design prob-

lem in a manufacturing system. The manufacturing problems are very

similar in nature to the dynamic traffic assignment and ND problems,

and are solved by the techniques developed in this transportation study.



3,.4 ûrganåzatio¡r of Thís Thesís

The rest of this thesis is organized as foliows:

Chapter Two is a literature review. Reiated rvorks reported in recently published

papers and books are brieflv discussed in this chapter.

Chapter ?hree is a discussion of traffic assignment and ND problems with static

trafic demand. A number of traffic assignment models and algorithms, including

the ones developed in this reseatch, are discussed extensively. A discrete model to

formulate the static ND problems and a branch and bound algorithm for soiving the

model are discussed in tiris chapter. A number of numerical examples are presented

to compare different trafrc assignment models and algorithms. Network design ex-

amples, including one based on a realistic city road network, are provided for testing

the models and algorithms presented in this chapter.

Chapter Four is a discussion of trafrc assignment and ND problems with time-

var¡'ing traffic demands. A new algorithm for dynamic traffi.c assignment is pre-

sented with a theoretical analysis in a simple two-link netrvork. An ND problem

with dynamic traffic demands is discussed and a branch and bound procedure for

solving the dynamic ND problem is presented. Numerical examples are provided.

Different versions of dynamic ND rnodels are compared in this chapter. ND prob-

lems with static and dynamic traffic demands are solved by these different versions

of the dynamic ND model. The comparison study is conducted using a number of

randomiy selected numerical examples.

Chapter Five is an extension of tire traffic assignment and ND models and al-

gorithms. They are extended to solve a parts routing problem in manufacturing

systems using a method similar to the one for dynamic traffic assignment. Soh'ing

manufacturing system design problems by transportation ND technique is also dis-

o



cussed in this chapter.

Chapter Six presents tlie conclusion and discussion of this thesis. Approaches and

methods developed or applied in ihis thesis research are discussed. Computational

results of examples and observations made in this thesis research are also discussed.

Topics of future research are proposed.

All computer programs developed in this research are coded in FORTRAI{-77

on the AMDAHL-5870 mainframe computer at the University of N'Ianitoba.

10
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2.3. lntroduction

In the area of traffic assignment and transportation network design (ND), there are

a compa ably large number of research reports for soi'i'ing traff,c assignment and

ND problems rvith static traffic demands. There are also a number of papers in the

Iiterature discussing dynamic traffic assignment problems, that is, the assignment

problem with time-r'arying demands. However, research reports of ND problems

with time-varying dernands are very few.

2.2 Static Traffic AssígnrneTlt and l{etwork Ðe-
sigra Probtrerns

2"2"L Traffic Assignrnent Models and Algorithms

In solving traffic assignment and ND probiems, traffi.c assignment can be performed

based on two different principles. These are called Wardrop's First and Second Prin-

ciples. Traffic assignment based on Wardrop's First Principle is the user equilibrium

assignment; whereas traffic assignment based on lVardrop's Second Principle is the

system optimal assignment; (formal definitions of user equilibrium and system op-

11



iimal assignments are given in Chapter Three). System optimal traffic assignment

can be formulated into a nonlinear mathematical programming model and it can

be efficiently solved by optimization techniques. The system optimai assignment

model can be found in Sheffi (1985). The model and algorithms 'rviil be very useful

rvhen tire traffic pattern in the system is controllable. Examples are public transit

systems and railu'ay systems. Network design models based on the system optimal

traffic assignment are also useful in solving the netrnork design problems in a con-

trollable system. In this thesis research, u'e mainly consider the traffic assignment

and network design problems in urban or highway transport systems where in which

the behaviors of the motorists are normally uncontrollable. User equilibrium based

on Wardrop's First Principle has to be used.

User equilibrium traffic assignments can be further classified into deterministic

user equilibrium (DUE) assignment and stochastic user equilibrium (SUE) assign-

ment. Traffic assignment based on deterministic user equilibrium principle can also

be formulated into a nonlinear mathematical programming model. Very extensive

discussion of the DUE model and its various versions can be found in the book

by ShefiÊ (1985). Convex Combinations method, an effi.cient algorithm for solving

nonlinear mathematicai programming problems with linear constraints, is used to

solve this model. Applications of Convex Combinations method for soiving various

versions and extensions of the DUE traffic assignment model are also presented in

Sheffi (1985).

However, trafñc assignment with deterministic user equilibrium has been criti-

cized as not being very realistic. Stochastic user equilibrium assignment models are

thus suggested as more realistic approaches, because they recognize that travellers

do not have perfect knowledge of the system and that there is some distortion in

12



how they perceive travel times in the system. To perform stochastic traffic loadings,

Dial (1971) presented the STOCH (logit-based) approach and Daganzo and Sheffi

(1977) suggested a simulation (probit-based) approach. Stochastic traffic loading is

the first step for SUE assignments. A general optimization model is proposed in

Daganzo and Sheffi (1977) for solving stochastic traffic assignment problems. The

objective function of the general SUE model has a complicated form and it is dif-

ficuit to evaluate. A related model for economic equilibria with discrete choices is

suggested by Daganzo (1979). Fisk (1980) proposed an optimization model with

a logit-based traff.c loading approach. The objective function of Fisk's model is

simpler and tlie model is easier to solve. Powell and Sireffi (1982) introduced the

method of successive averages (N{SA) for solving these SIJE assignment models and

the convergence of MSA in solving the SUE assignment probiems was proved. The

speed of convergence of MSA is normally slower than that of Convex Combinations

method.

2"2"2 lrdetwork Design Models and Algorithms

\\¡hen the capacity of each road (link) in a transportation network is unlimited,

traffic assignments based on the two different principles, that is, the user equilib-

rium principle and system optimal principle, become identical. A discrete network

design problem in a network with unlimited capacities becomes a zero-one mixed

integer iinear programming problem. Taha (1975) discussed three special enumera-

tion methods (Benders' decornposition, penalty method, and modified partitiouing

method) for optimally solving this 0-1 mixed integer programming problem. In their

extensive iiterature review of ND problems, I\{agnanti and Wong (1984) referred to

several papers using Benders' decomposition to solve this type of ND problem.

1tl-ù



Branch and bound approach is also used for solving this problem u'hen construction

cost is used as a budget constraint. Detailed discussion of the approaches for solving

this ND problem can be found in Magnanti and \4¡ong (1984). Since it is an NP hard

integer programming problem, heuristic algorithms are also developed for soiving

this problem. The heuristic methods include those of Janson and Husaini (1987),

and Bofrey and Hinxman (1979). It is interesting to note that Boffey and Hinxman

used an operator-search technique, a t5'pical artificial intelligence technique, to im-

plement their heuristics. Multi-objective programming techniques have also been

proposed for solving this ND problem. Examples are Current et al. (1985) and

Current et al. (1987).

In a road network with limited link capacities, travel time on each iink is a func-

tion of the trafic volume on the link. Under this circumstance, ND modeis based on

system optimal assignment or user equilibrium assignment will normally yield dif-

ferent results. Dantzig and l\{aier (1979) applied Steenbrink's (1974) decomposition

approach and soived a continuous system optimal ND problem. They also discussed

a continuous system optimal ND model rvith budget constraint and solved it using

Lagrange multiplier technique. LeBlanc and Abdulaal (1979) also used Lagrange

multiplier technique to solve a continuous system optimal ND problem. LeBlanc

(1976) formulated a railway ND problem by a system optimal model. Hoang (1982)

applied generalized Bender's decomposition approach developed by Geoffrion (1972)

to solve a discrete system optimal ND problem.

For solving ND problems with the user equilibrium principle in congested net-

works, LeBlanc (1975) proposed a branch and bound approach for solving a discrete

budget constraint problem. He used total travel cost from a corresponding sys-

tem optimal model as the lorver bound to narrow the search for optimal soiutions.

I4



Poorzahedj'and Turnquist (1982) developed a heuristic approach to solve a budget

constraint discrete ND problem. A sensitivity analysis mechanism is provided by

Poorzahedy and Turnquist. The tu'o papers of LeBlanc (1975) and Poorzahedy and

Turnquist (1982) are the only ones we havefound that reported solution approaches

for solving discrete user equilibrium ND probiems. Abdulaal and LeBIanc (1979)

used two optimization methods, Povrell algorithm and Hooke-Jeeves algorithm to

solve continuous user equilibrium ND problems. Marcotte (1983) presented an al-

gorithm for solving a continuous user equilibrium ND prc,blem. His approach is

based on the assumption that the user equilibrium can be achieved by soh'ing a

series of system-optimai traffic assignment problems rvith a finite number of extra

constraints. Suwansirikul et al. (1987) proposed a heuristic approach for soiving

a continuous ND problem. Their method is based on a decomposition approach.

LeBlanc and Abdulaal (198a) conducted a comparison study of using system opti-

mal and user equilibrium models to solve a user equilibrium ND problems.

?.S Ðynarnic Traffic ,åssignrlrent and Network

Traffi.c assignment and ND problems become much more complicated when time-

varying aspect of traffic demands is included. The problems now are called dynamic

traffic assignment problem and dynamic ND problem. There are a number of papers

in the literature addressing dynamic trafrc assignment problems. In their pioneering

rvork, Merchant and Nernhauser (1978) developed a system optimal dynamic assign-

ment model and provided a piecewise linear programming approach to solve it. A

global optimum solution can be obtained with certain assumptions of the objective

function. Carey (1987) reformulated the system optimal rnodel by Merchant and

15
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Nemhauser into a convex non-linear programming model. Mahmassani and Herman

(1984) presented a user equilibrium dynamic assignment model for joint selection

of departure time and path. X{athematical analysis for this model was also pre-

sented. Both the model and the analysis of Mahmassani and Herman (1984) are for

a simplified network of two links with one origin-destination (O-D) pair. It may be

difficult to extend their approach and results to a general network with multiple O-D

pairs. Friesz et al.(1989) presented continuous time formulations for both system

optimal and user equiiibrium dynamic trafrc assignments in a general network rvith

multiple O-D pairs. Comprehensive theoretical analyses for the system optimal and

user equiiibrium assignment models were also provided. Their formulation of the

user equilibrium model assumes that each traveller in the network will re-calculate

his/her minimum travel time path and shift to a new shortest path for the rest of

his/her trip at each node as he/she arrives at the nodes. This model will be usefui

in real time analysis, but it may be difrcult to develop an algorithm to solve such

an assignment model.

Because the time-var5'ing aspect is involed, it is very difficult to develop suitabie

models for the dynamic user equilibrium traffic assignment. Attempts have been

made to develop effective and efficient algorithms to solve the problem without a

formal formulation. These algorithms are based or.ì. common logic and commonly

accepted assumptions of travellers' behavior. For example, Alfa (1987) developed

two algorithms to solve the user equilibrium dynamíc assignment problems. Both

algorithms can be applied to a general network rvith multiple O-D pairs. The ba-

sic idea of the two algorithms is to assign the traffic volume on the shortest paths

between O-D pairs iteratively. Traffi.c congestions encountered in the previous it-

erations will be avoided by the traffic loadings in the later iterations. After large
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number of iterations, equilibrium can be expected. Another algorithm developed

without formal formulation is CONTRANI reported in Leonard et al. (1989). CON-

TRAM is deveioped for solving user equilibrium traffic assignment problems u'ith

time-varying demands in a general netrn'ork with multiple O-D pairs. CONTRAM

contains many rvell-developed functions and it is a very good traffic management

tool. Traffic assignment procedure in CONTRAM is based on an iterative aigo-

rithm. This aigorithm allocates traffic demands to the minimum travel time routes

by portions (packets). It can be considered as an incremental algorithm. Other re-

search work for solving dynamic traffic assignment problems include Janson (1990)

and Drissi-I{aitouni (1990).

Unfortunately, we cannot find any report in the literature for solving ND prob-

iems with time-varying traffic demands. It seems that the research work on ND

problems with time-varying demands presented in this thesis is the onl¡' y¡ot¡ 
"*-

plicitly addressing tiris topic. We beiieve that some other available models and

algorithms, in addition to the approach developed in this research, can be applied

to solve dynamic ND problems. For example, it is possible to construct a ND model

based on the assignment model by Merchant and Nemhauser (1978) to solve a sys-

tem optimal network design problem with time-varying demands.

2.4 Su.rnmary

From the above discussion, it can be seen that various network design models and

algorithms have been developed for solving different ND problems. Most of the

formulations are based on optimization modeis but many of the algorithms are only

heuristic. In many cases, the complexity and difficulty of the problems prevent

them from being solved optimally. It also can be seen that many difrculi problems,
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such as discrete user equilibrium ND problems with static traffic demands, dynamic

traffic assignment and ND problems need to be further explored. More mathemat-

ical models and efficient algorithms for solving these diffi.cuit probiems need to be

developed.
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I{eÉwork E}esign Frobtrenes wåth
StaÉïc ?'raffic Âssignmnent

S.1- lntroductåon

Transportation assignment models and soiving approaches are the basis for the

study of transportation netu'ork design problems. Any network design modei must

be based on a stable traffic pattern rvhich needs to be generated by appropriate traf-

fic assignment models and algorithms. In the next section, we lvili discuss various

traffic assignment models and aigorithms with static demand, emphasizing stochas-

tic user equilibrium problems. The static demand means that in the transportation

network, the number of vehicies for each origin-destination (O D) pair is a constant

in the considered time period. Some development of a logit-based stochastic user

equilibrium model will be presented, In Section 3.3, we will discuss discrete trans-

portation network design problems and present a branch and bound algorithm for

solving a user equilibrium network design problem using an incremental stochastic

assignment approach. Traffic assignment and netu'ork design examples are presented

to illustrate these approaches and algorithms.
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&.2 Tkaffic Assignrnent Models

Consider a transportation netrvork G: {V,tr}, where V anð L ate the set of nodes

and the set of links of G, respectively. Define W as the set of origin or destination

nodes in the netrvork with tr42 C I/. For network G, travel time ú¿¡ spent by vehicles

on link ij,is a function ("the performance function")of the number of the vehicles

(the traflÊc fr,ow) æ;¡ on link zj, where ij is a one way link from node ¿ to node

j, i e N, j e ff. The performance function of each link is assumed, for the static

traffic assignment and network design problems, to be of the BPR (Bureau of Public

Roads) type curve, i.e.:

t¿¡(*;¡):a¿j*b;¡æl¡

wlrere a¿¡ and b¿¡ are parameters independent of traffic volume on iink ij. ø¿¡ anð,

b¿¡ reflect the length, capacity, qualitv of pavement, and other features of the road

represented by link ij in network G.

Let X : læn,...ttij,...,æV,ll and lll denote the cardinality of L. We define

x e X(F) <+

where:

,f;'it the t¡affic flow on route k from origin r to destination s,

d,, is the traffic demand (number of vehicles) from origin r to destination

Ð ri" : d,", vr, s e w;
k

æij : LÐ fi" si;,^, vij e L;
îa A

ri'> o, Yk,r,,s;

æ;t ) 0, Vij e L;

(3.i)

(3 2)

(3.3)

(3.4)
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With above definitions and illustrations, we will discuss traffic assignment prob-

iems in network G. More symbols and definitions may be given in the following text

u'henever it is necessary.

3,2"7- System Optimal Tbaffic Assignment

if link ij is on route À from r to s,

otherwise.

Some transportation systems are controllable. A controllable system is the one in

which the movement of vehicles can be controlled by a higher level authority. Exam-

ples are railway systems, airline companies, or an automated guided vehicle (AGV)

system in an advanced manufacturing system. For such controllable transportation

systems, optimization of the lr,'hole system output is norrnally considered the most

important task.

A formal definition of system optimal trafrc assignment can be stated as (Sheffi

( 1e85)):

At sEstem optimøL, the totøl trøuel t'i,me spent by all aehicles wàll 'increase if ang

motorist for any O-D pair shi.fts hi,s/her trauel route 'in the network.

From the definition, it is easy to develop a mathematical

to generate the system optimal traffic assignment. A typical

is:

(soA)

min ! æ¿¡t¿¡(æ¿¡)
ij

programming model

mathematical model

21
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subject to:

x e x(F) (3 6)

It has been proven ihat there exists a unique solution for Eqs(3.5) and (3.6) if tire

perfornrance functions t¿¡(æ¿¡) are convex (see Sheffi (1985)).

Our focus in this research is on user equilibrium assignment and netl'r'ork design

problems. Therefore, the system optimal traffic assignment problems will not be

discussed in detail.

3.2"2 {Jser trquilibrium Traffic A.ssignments

System optimal assignment is a good approach for transportation analysis in a con-

troilable system. However, it cannot be applied to a traffic system where the main

traffic flow is composed of individual vehicles. A typicai exarnple is the movement of

rnotorists in an urban or a irighway traffic network. In such networks, each motorist

seiects his/her own route along his/her O-D. Motorists may have different consider-

ations in seiecting their routes such as sightseeing, avoiding heavy trafi.c, or driving

on the roads with good pavement. In spite of the different considerations, a domi-

nating and v'ideiy accepted criterion for each travelling individual is the minimum

travei time. It is reasonable, and consistent rvith practical situations (Florian and

Nguyen (1976)), to assume that each motorist in an urban or highvi'ay transporta-

tion network will select the route with minimum travel time for his/her O-D. After

a large nurnber of trips througli the same network, traveliers can acquire knowledge

of the network and avoid traffic congestions. A stable traffic pattern, called user

equilibrium, can be expected and be eventually achieved by the travellers in the

network. The formal definition of the user equilibrium traffic assignment is (Sheffi

( 1e85 ) ):
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For each O-D pa'ir, at user equi,librium, the trøuel time on aII used, routes is

equal, and less than or egual to the trauel time that would be eæperienced by a si,ngle

uehicle on o,ny unused, routes.

The system optimal traffic assignment is not, except in some special cases) a

user equiiibrium assignment. One special case, for example, is that each iink in the

network has unlimited capacity. In sucir a situation, system optimal assignment

becomes identical to user equilibrium assignment.

In an urban or highway transportation network, traffic assignment will not be

stable unless it has reached a user equilibrium pa,ttern. The reason is that if the

assignment is not in a user equilibriurn pattern, there will ahvays be at least one

travelle¡ who will shift his/her route unilaterally and reduce his/her travel time.

It is clear that in studying an urban or highway transportation network, system

optimal traffic assignment model should not be appiied. The two main reasons are

as follows:

ø the system optimal traffic pattern is normally not identical to the user equi-

librium traffic pattern;

ø the system optimal trafrc assignment in an urban or highway network with

iimited capacities rvill result in unstable traffic flows.

S.2.3 Ðeterministic IJser Equilibrium (DUE) Assignment

There are several possible types of user equilibrium assignment models. The term

"deterministic" is used to distinguish a particular user equilibrium pattern from the

"stochastic" assignment model. Deterministic and stochastic models have a major

Ðt
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difference in the assumption of the traveliers' behaviors. In the deterministic model,

it is assumed that the path selected b¡' each traveller in the network is the exact

shortest patir from his/her origin to destination. In the stochastic models, ho$'el'er,

it is assumed that the path selected by each traveller may not be the exact shortest

path between the O-D pair, but the actually selected path can be very close to the

exact one. There are parameters in the stochastic models to refl.ect such "closenesst'.

Stochastic models are more general and more flexible than the deterministic one.

Detailed discussion of stochastic models and algorithms will be presented later in

this chapter.

Deterministic user equilibrium traffic assignment problem can be formulated

into a non-linear mathematical programming model as shorvn belou':

(DUEA)

subject to:

It has been proven that there exists a unique solution for Eqs(3.7) and (3.8) if the

perfomance functions are convex (see Sheffi (1985)). The performance functions

used in all of the static models in ihis chapter are BPR type functions (as discussed

in the first paragrapir in this section). It can be seen such functions are convex

functions.

As stated in Sheffi (i985), the objective function of this formulation does not

have any intuitive economic or behavioral interpretation. It can be viewed as a

mathernatical construct that is used to solve the user equilibrium assignment prob-

lem.

tr: ;

-i"f I ''
:a Jo

t¿¡(u)du

x € x(F)

(3 7)

(3.8 )
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Solving the DUE Assignment Problem

The most suitable algorithm for solving user equilibrium assignment problem for-

mulated in Eqs(3.7) and (3.8) is the Convex Combinations method. This method

is also called Frank-\4¡olfe algorithm. The step bv step procedure of the algorithm is:

Algorithm 3.1

Step 0. Let, n:0 and tt? : rÍ;) :0, ij e L.

Step 1. Calculate t5? : t,¡@lî\, ij e L.

Step 2. Using a shortest route algorithm to perform the all-or-nothing traffic

loading based on the current travel time tfi) , find an auxiliary link

frs* Eff) (the search direction):

o,(T) _ s- Ðo¿,,üi,,Å") , ij e Lë zl ¿-¿T I

Step 3. compute: 'lî*', - 'lî) + Ç@Íî) - *lî)), ij e L,
'ìi) + c'"{ol\) -'lî' ) 

t r¡ (r) ¿, .where Ç is found b), solving: minggqs,l lÐr¡r, !i)
5- l1 \-' ¡nQ.) --t"r ¡z¡ ¡z

Step 4. If: ^9" 
: 

ffi a r, stop; otherwise,

set, n : n * I, go to Step 1;

where nTj' : jLi:--r+ræij) with I > L being an integer,

and e is a pre-determined small real number.

Remarks of the Convex Combinations Algorithm

e In the algorithm, *(¿) is the value of variable x at iteration l.

ø Step 0 is the initialization step.

e In Step 2, the ali-or-nothing traffic loading can be performed by Dijkstra's
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shortest route algorithm (see Ravindran et al. (1987)) to obtain the descent

directions.

e In Step 3, the line search distance (,, can be found by the golden section

method.

ø Convergence of the aigorithm is mathematically proved. Detaiis can be found

in Sheffi (1985).

The Convex Combinations algorithm presented above is an optimization method for

solving mathematical programming problems with non-iinear objectives and linear

constraints. From a practicai point of vieu', it can be explained as belou'.

Since, by definition, the DUE assignment model assumes that each traveller will

select minimum travel time route for him/herself, the assignment can be generated

by loading the traffic demands to the corresponding minimum travel time route

for each O-D pair. Without loss of generality, consider a network with only one

O-D pair. The assignment procedure can be started by applying a shortest route

algorithm to find the minimum travel time route for the O-D pair. At this stage,

all the motorists are loaded to this shortest route, Due to limited capacity of each

link in the network, links on the shortest route become congested and travel time on

this route may increase. Other routes with unused links may become new minimum

travel time routes. Path shifting of the motorists from the old minimum travel time

route to the ne'w ones will be obsen'ed. After some motorists have been reloaded

to the neu' routes, the shortest route algorithm wiil be used again to calculate a

new minimum travel time route and the motorists will be reloaded between all the

minimum travel time routes found in the netu'ork. After a number of iterations

of this ioa,ding and reloading process, the user equiiibrium travel pattern can be
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reached, at which no motorist can reduce his/her travel time by uniiaterally shifting

route.

The Convex Combinations method is also an efficient algorithm. It takes a fern'

seconds on the mainframe computer to generate DUE assignrnent for a network rvith

about 30 nodes and 70 links.

Comments on the DUE Assignment Model

Deterministic user equilibrium assignment model together with the Convex

Combinations algorithm has been used by transportation practitioners for real traf-

fic analysis (Sheffi i985). It is also widely used in studying network design models

by researchers. Most urban transportation network design models use DUE assign-

ment in their assignment component. \\¡hilst the DUE approach is computationali¡,

convenient and simple to use, it is not believed to be very representative of the

travellers' behavior. DUE model implies that every motorist travelling from his/her

origin to destination has perfect knorvledge of travel time in the network. In other

words, it assumes that every motorist travelling in the network knows exactly which

route has the minimum travel time. This assumption is not necessariiy true in real-

istic situations. To eliminate this unrealistic assumption, stochastic user equilibrium

assignment models have been developed. Although they normally need more compu-

tational effort in order to find a solution, stochastic models are more representative

and more flexible than DIIE model to generate traffic assignments. This wili be

discussed in detaii in the next subsection.
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&.2"4 Stochastic User Equílibriurn (SUE) Assignrnent Mod-

A formal definition of tire stochastic user equiiibrium, modified after Sheffi (1985),

can be stated as follows:

els

For each O-D pair, at stochast'ic user equi,Ii.bri,um, each motorist belieues that

trauel time on all used routes 'is equal, and less than or equal to the trauel time that

would be erperienced by a s'ingle ueh'icle on o,ny unused routes.

The uncertainty factor in the SUE models can be represented by the probabilitv

of selecting minimurn travel time routes by the motorists.

In tire deterrninistic user equilibrium (DUE) model discussed previously, loading

and reioading of traffic demands are carried out by the all-or-nothing shortest route

algorithm in each iteration. In the stochastic user equilibrium (SUE) assignment,

there is a probabilit¡r that a "shortest toute" selected by the motorists is not the real

shortest route. In other rvords, some routes with travel time longer than the real

minimum travel time ¡oute could be selected by motorists due to their incomplete

knowledge of the netrvork or some other distortion. The route selection errors rvill

result in a numbet of "teasonabie routes", instead of a single minimum travel time

route, for each O-D pair.

The procedure used for the SUE assignment is similar to that for the DUE

assignment. At each iteration of the SUE assignment, traffic demands rvill be divided

into several portions and loaded to ali of these "reasonable routes". The size of the

portion of the demand loaded to a particular route is proportional to the probability

that this route has been selected as a "minimum travel time route". In the next
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iteration of the stochastic loading, new travel time on each link in the network n'ill

be calculated and the demands will be reloaded to a new set of "reasonable routes".

Stochastic user equilibrium can be achieved by a iarge number of iterations of this

loading and reloading process.

Recall that in Convex Combinations algorithm, Dijksira's shortest route algo-

rithm is utilized to perform deterministic (all-or-nothing) traffic loading, The short-

est route algorithm is also a critical part in stochastic traffic loading. But there are

two different wa¡'s of applying the shortest route algorithm when stochastic traffic

ioading is performed. These are probit-based and iogit-based traffic loading models.

Probit-Based Traffic Loading N[odel

In the probit-based model, it is assumed that there is all error in perceiving the

travel time on each link in the network. The error is a random variable and assumed

to be normally distributed rvith the actual travel time as its mean. The variation

of the distribution can be based on the actual travel time on the link. The probit-

based loading process is a simuiation based iterative approach. It can be explained

as follows. In the first iteration, tire sampled travel times (u'ith errors) are used to

generate a minimum travel time route for each O-D pair. Traffic demand will be

ioaded on the generated routes. In the next iteration, new sampled travel times will

be calculated and the demand is then averaged among the minimum travel time

routes obtained in previous iterations. The loading process is completed after a

number of such loading (not assignment) iterations. The algorithm is given in Sheffi

(1985) and the step by step procedure is presented below:

Algorithm 3.2
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Step 0. Let l: 1

Step 1. Sampie the traffic timel[!¡) from i¡ - N(t;¡,lit;¡) ij e L,

where: in Step I, N(t¿¡,Bt¿¡) denotes the normal distribution with meail

of t¿¡ and variation of Bt¿¡, B is a given constant.

Step 2. Based o" itlr{)}, assign d," lo the minimum travel time route for each

O-D pair.

srep 3. Letz,l!¡): [(/- \æll,-rl +"1!,)1¡t ij e L,*,here El:,):TÐ",=r"lî).

Step 4. If max¿¡{ø::)lûl:r)} ( e, stop, {*Ílo)}: {-ll,)} is the loading

generated; otherwise, let / : I + I, go to Step 1.

In this step, e is a given constant and

"[',' 
:

A different stochastic trafrc loading model, the logit-based mode1, is presented next.

Tire Logit-Based Traffic Loading Model

@,ijeL.

Logit-based traffic loading model assumes that the errors in selecting the mini-

mum travei time routes occur in the travel time of the whole route rather than on

each link, as assumed by probit-based model. Dial (1971) deveioped an algorithm,

called STOCH algorithm, to implement the logit-based ioading process. In the logit-

based traffic ioading, STOCH simultaneously generates a set of "reasonable routes"

for each O-D pair. A portion of the traffic demand wili be directly loaded on each of

these routes. Unlike Algorithm 3.2 for solving the probit-based model, ihe STOCH

algorithm is not iterative. Tire step by step procedure of STOCH is presented as

follows:
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Algori.thm 3.3

Step 1. For each O-D pair rs and each link ij e L, calculate:

", _ I eolt(i)-r(¿)-t;i) j if, r(i) < ,(j) and s(z) > ,(j),
"" - ì. o, otherwise;

rn'here r(z) is the travei time from origin node r to node z along the

minimum travel time path; s(i) is the travel time from node i to

destination node s along the minimum path; 0 is a parameter;

Step 2. Calculate link weight u;¡:

-rr: {

u'here 4 is the set of upstream nodes of all links arriving at node 'i.

Step 3. Load the traffic demands:

aij¡ if. i, : r, r is the origin,
aij Ð^er;u^j t otherwise;

-rO:{
1 U:;

ørs \-
¿JtueFj unJ

\- 4. tuij
/¿tue()j *Jml*r¡.ün,i

where O¿ is tire set of do'rnstream nodes of all links leaving node i.

Discussion of the Trvo Stochastic Loading Models

The two algorithms presented above can be used to carry out stochastic traffic

loading without path enumerations. Therefore, there is no computational barrier for

both of them to be used in realistic large networks. In Algorithm 3.2 for soh'ing the
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probit-based model, the parameter B in the normal distribution N(t;¡,Bt¿¡) rcfr,ects

the level of distortions of the travellers. The larger lhe B, the larger the probability

that a non-minimum travel time route is believed to be the minimum travel time

route. In Algorithm 3.3, d is the parameter. But in this case, the smaller the d, the

larger the set of the "reasonable routes".

Under certain circumstances, logit-based model may generate unrealistic traff.c

loading results rvhich can be avoided by the probit-based loading model (Sheffi

(1985)). Hou'ever, there are two major advantages of the logit-based model and the

STOCH algorithm o'i'er the probit-based model and the simulation based algorithm

(Algorithm 3.2):

e Only a general SUE model is available to formulate the probit-based SUE

assignment problem. It can be seen that the objective function of the general

model (SUEA-G, presented next) is very complicated. Holever, there is a

simpler mathematical formulation for logit-based SIJE assignment. It is less

difficult to further explore the logit-based model.

ø Logit-based traffic loading needs much less computational time than probit-

based loading. To generate SUE assignment, traffic loadings need to be per-

formed for a large number of iterations. Computational cost is a very signifi-

cant factor in selecting the trafic loading algorithm.

We have conducted a number of computational experiments to compare traffi.c

assignments generated by the tn'o stochastic loading models. The difference in the

assignment results between the two assignment models is very small. This can be

seen in an example iater presented in this chapter. Tire difference in computational

times required by the two algorithms, however, is quite large. Because of the ad-

vantages of the iogit-based model, we mainly use the logit-based loading modei and
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the STOCH algorithm for SUE assignment.

Formulations and Approaches for Solvine SUE Assignment

A general mathematical formulation for SUE assignment is developed by Sheffi

and Powell (1981) and presented in Shefi (1985). Below is the formuiation:

(suEA-G)

where:

nrin{- Ð d,"S,"[T"(x)] + |t¿¡(æ¿,) -

subject fo:

TA

rvhere in Eqs(3.i0) and (3.1i), T" : i...,Ti',.,.1 with fi'being the travel time

along the k-th route for O-D pair rs; Cf, is a random variable with E[C[") : T["

and K," is the set of all possible routes for O-D pair rs.

The model presented in Eqs(3.9) to (e.tt) is a generai formulation. There is

no any other specific requirement for the distribution of the random variable C['

except its mean value should be equal to ihe actual travei time on the path k. So it

can be used to formulate both probit-based and logii-based stochastic assignment

models.

It can be seen that the objective function, Eq(3.9), in the SUEA-G model is very

complicated. It is difficult to develop an efficient method to evaluate this function.

If this function is not evaluated, then the Convex Combinations aigorithm cannot

be applied. Beca,use objective function of the model needs to be evaluated in Step 3

,9," [T"(X)] : E[ËåT, {Ci"}lT"'(X)]

Ð1,'"

x e x(F)

t¿¡(u)du]¡ (3 e)

(3.10)

(3,11)
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of Aigorithm 3.1 when the Convex Combinations rnethod is used to solve ihe DUE

assignment problems.

One method that will converge for solving this model is the method of successive

a,verages (MSA). The NISA met]rod is based on the Robbins-Monro approximation

approach (Robbins and l\{onro, 1951) for searching the solution of a single variable

function in which the nature of the function is unknown. The method rvas extended

by Blum (1955) for solving multiple variable function problems. MSA is discussed in

detail in S¡ilde (1966) and Sheffi (1985). It is a similar method to the Convex Com-

binations algorithm in solving traffic assignment problems. Recall the expianation

of the iterative procedure to achieve tire deterministic traffic assignment given in the

second paragraph of Section 3.2.3. The basic idea of NISA is the same as explained

there. The onl5' difference is in the traffic reloading process. In the optimization

procedure of the Convex Combinations method, at each iteration, traveliers will be

reloaded to the shortest paths found in the previous iterations, in the way that the

objective function (the total travel cost) is minimized. Thus tire objective function

needs to be evaluated in every iteration. While in the 1\{SA procedure, at each iter-

ation, the number of travellers are evenly distributed among all the shortest paths

found in the previous iterations and hence there is no need to evaluate the objec-

tive function. In the optimization terminology, Convex Combinations and MSA

use the same procedure to search the descent direction (find the shortest path in

the netrvork) in solving a non-linear minimization problem. But the two methods

are different at finding the step length along the descent direction. In the Convex

Combinations method, the step iength is determined by minimizing the objective

function at eachiteration. In I{SA, the step length is predetermined to be 7f n and.

is not optimized. Using MSA, one does not need to evaluate the objective function
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in each iteration. But achieving convergence by MSA wiil normaliy need a large

number of iterations compared to the Convex Combinations method. When the

objective function is too complicated to evaluate or is not cleariy specifled, X,ISA

rvili be a good method to generate a convergent assignment solution. The MSA

algorithm to solve the (SUEA-G) model is presented as follows:

Algori,thm 3.1

Step 0. Let n: 0 and *Íî) = ,lo¡) : O, ij e L.

Step 1. Generate t? :t,¡@lî\, ij e L.

Step 2. Use Algorithm 3.2 (Algorithm 3.3) to perform

traffic load.ing based on current travel time tji)

auxiliary link flow aff) $A,, search direction).

Step B. Compute: *lî*" - *lî) + #fu[î) - *tî)), ij

\- ll \-' ¡ -(i.) -;'."'1 P¡ ¡z
Step 4. If: ^9, : ffi 

a r, stop; otherwise,

set z : n * I, go to Step 1 (where: æT;' : TÐT=^-r*rtlJ)).

Convergence of the MSA aigorithrn has been proven (Powell and Sheffi (1982)) for

both probit-based and logit-based traffic loading methods.

Another algorithm based on an incremental approacli can also be used to gen-

erate SUE assignment. The algorithm is presented as follows:

probit-based (logit-based)

, find an

Algorithm 3.5

Step 0. Let n: 0 and *lî) : 
"lo¡) 

: O, ij e L.

€L.

Let' d',, : d,"lK, rn'here K is a predetermined large integer.

qt
t)ú



Step

Step

1. Generatetll:tr¡þl?), ij e L.

2. Use Algorithm 3.2 (Algorithm 3.3)

traffic loading based on the current

fina xji) based on d,,,.

Srep 3. Let" æ\r+1) : "lî) + *l? ij e L.

ILn: K, stop; otherwise, rL: rL * 1, Bo to Step 1.

The incremental algorithm is useful in soiving certain traffic assignment problems.

Hou'ever, convergence of the algorithm is not guaranteed.

\AIe have mentioned that there is no simple formulation for the probit-based SUE

assignment model. But there is a comparably simpie mathematical programming

model for the logit-based SUE assignment formulated by Fisk (1980):

(suEA-L)

to perform probit-based (logit-based)

travel time tji).

subject to:

x e x(F) (3 13)

It can be noted that Eq(3.12) is much simpler than the objective function of the

SUEA-G model (Eqs(3.9) to (3.11)). More efficient algorithms have been developed

in addition to the h{SA method. In order to present these new algorithms, the linear

constraints Eq(3.2) in defining the feasible region of the traffic florv rvill be expressed

in the following matrix format:

*","{ 
å Ð ? fi"' 

r'.ffi"" ) * r rÐ* lo"' t,¡@)a,}

X:FA

(3.12)

XT : L,F,;
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where:

X : {. ..,æ¿j,...},

F:{...,fi",...}

1¡("));¡,r : 6if,¡", and

{*}r is the transpose of a matrix or a vectot {*}.
As discussed above, the logit-based SUE model can be solved by Algorithm 3.4

(MSA) or Algorithm 3.5 (Incremental). The advantage of using the MSA method is

the guarantee of the convergelrce rvithout evaluating the objeciive function Eq(3.12).

Since the step iength in the l\'f SA search process is ûxed, a rather large number of

iterations is normaiiy required to achieve equilibrium. In this section, rn'e present two

new aigorithms (Algorithms 3.6 and 3.7) for solving the (SUEA-L) model. Because

the objective function of this model is not too complicated to evaluate, evaluation

of Eq(3.12) is carried out in Algorithms 3.6 and 3.7, and an optimized step length

is used.

In Algorithm 3.6, we evaluate the second term of Eq(3.12) to get a better step

lengtlr e* in each iteration instead of the fixed value If n. The second term in

Eq(3.12) is selected first because it is much easier to evaiuate than the rvhole func-

tion. The step by step procedure of this algorithm is the same as that of Algorithm

3.4, except in Step 3. In Step 3 of Algorithm 3.6, the golden section method is used

to get the step length Ç. Algorithm 3.6 is presented below.

Algorithm 3.6

Step 0. Same as Step 0 of Algorithm 3.4.

Step 1. Same as Step 1 of Algorithm 3.4.

Step 2. Using the STOCH algorithm to perform the logit-based traffic

DNdt



assignment based on tire current travel time t[], find and auxiliary

link flow v,(i) lttt" search direction):

u!? : Ð,,Ð¿ d,"P(;),k6î;,'l-) ,ij € L, where

Pff¡,¡ is the probability generated by logit-based loading approach.

Step 3. Compute: *lî*', : *Íî) + (^fu[î) - rlî)), ij e L, where

(", is found by solving: ming",61e,r¡I;¡Er ,"\;)+e*{uli'l-'Íj:)) t¿¡(u)d,a.

Step 4. Same as Step 4 of Algorithm 3.4.

Convergence of Algorithm 3.6 is not proved but it can be seen in a numerical example

presented 1ater.

In Algorithm 3.7 presented next, the evaluation of the whole objective function,

Eq(3.12), is carried out to obtain a step length closer to the optirnal one at each

iteration of the search process. Since the frrst term of Eq(3.12) is expressed by the

route volume /fr' rather than link volume æij) a transformation of the expression is

required. The inverse or the generalized inverse of the incidence matrix A is used

to allow us to express variable /[' in terms of. æ¿¡. Since the solution of the linear

equations in Eq(3.15) is basically a least squale solution, the step length based

on this transformation is not necessarily optimal. However, the step length, also

obtained by the golden section method, is the best one that can be expected from

the formulation of Eqs(3.12)-(3.13). The transformation is as follows.

i) If A is an invertable square matrix and the inverse of its transpose is 11:

f1 : (4")-1,

then from Eq(3.15):

FT: frX",

and the transformation is completed.
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ii) The condition that A is an invertabie square matrix does not aiways hold. When

the matrix A is not square, the set of the linear equations (Eq(S.tS)) does not

have a unique solution. One approach for soiving this type of linear equations

is to obtain a least square solution of the system. Assume that A is not a

square matrix but its rank is equal to the number of its rot's. Then the matrix

(AAt) is invertable, and an approúmate solution of F can be achieved. Let:

f2 : (aat)-ra,

then:

In fact, fz is a special type of generalized inverse matrix of A" and F is the

least square solution of. F. For more detailed discussion of the generalized

inverse of matrices, one can refer to Strang (1980).

iii) In the most general case, even the inverseof matrix (AAt) does not exist. Then

the generalized inverse of the incidence matrix can be used. Assume that the

rorv dimension and column dimension of Aî are lc, and /, respectively. Also

assume that the rank of this matrix is r. Then the "Z - [J" factorization

method can be used to obtain:

LT : LIJ,

FT : I,XT

where Lanð.U arekbyr and r bvlmatrices, respectively. From L andU,it

is easy to construct the generalized inverse of A":

l t : ur (uur )-r (Lr L)-' L',

and then:

(3.1 7)

FT : f,XT
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The solution F obtained from ls is also a least square solution of Eq(3.15)

(Strans (1980)).

Using the above transformation, Algorithm 3.7 has been developed. The step by

step procedure of the algorithm is presented below. In the algorithm, I represents

fr, l, or 13 and is not distinguished. lii¿ are the elements of l, Vr, s,k.,'i.

Algorithm 3.7

Step 0. Same as Step 0 of Algorithm 3.6.

Step 1. Same as Step 1 of Algorithm 3.6.

Step 2. Same as Step 2 of Algorithm 3.6.

Step 3. From uli), g.n tate A(') and calculate l(").

Step 4. Compute: *lî*" : *Íî) + Ç(uÍ? - "[î\, ii e L, where

(", is found by solving:

-i'{.e1o,r¡{ å I , Do l/ii,¡ ((.) ln /;i", ((, )l +
lr¿l.,,lz\ fz),

næi;'+Ç'"\9ì;'-æ);' ) , t*Ð;jet io" "-\-'t " 't¿¡lu)d'a\,

rvhere: fii^¡(e): Ð¿j tfi)"¡*\:t + e"fuÍî) - 'ii))1, 
u"a

tfi)'"" : (l('))1" '

Step 5. Same as Step 4 of Algorithm 3.6.

It should be noted that, although there is no need for path enumeration in using

the STOCH method nor in generating the incidence matrix A, the generation of A

requires certain computational effort. The amount of computation of I is a function

of the parameter d in Eq(3.12). The smalier the á, the larger tire incidence matrix.

This is because a small d is associated with alarge numberof "efficient routes". In a
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realistic large network, if a \¡ery small t is used, the number of the "efficient routes"

for each O-D pair could be very large and the generation of A rviil require a longer

computational time. Holever, it may not be realistic that a verl' small á be used in

a stochastic assignment. Computational results and comparison of Algorithms 3.4,

3.6, and 3.7 are illustrated by Example 3.3. The development of the new algorithms

presented in this section (Section 3.2) will appear in Chen and Alfa (i99ia).

A Brief Summary of the Alsorithms

In these two subsections (Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4) we have discussed five traffic

assignment algorithms (Algorithms 3,1,3.4,3,5,3.6 and 3.7) and trvo stochastic

traffic loading algorithms (Algorithms 3.2 and 3.3). Algorithm 3.1 is the Convex

Combinations method ivhich can effi.ciently solve DUE traffic assignment problems.

Algorithms 3.2 and 3.3 are stochastic trafrc loading methods where one is probit-

based and the other is logit-based. These two algorithms are the components of the

probit-based and the logit-based SUE assignment procedures, respectively. AIgo-

rithm 3.4 is the MSA algorithm. It can generate convergent solutions for DUE

or SUE (probit-based or logit-based) traffic assignments rvithout evaluating the

objective function. Aigorithm 3.5 is an incremental algorithm for DUE or SUE

assignments and is a heuristic method. Convergence of this algorithm cannot be

guaranteed, but it is useful in a network design method (presented in the next sec-

tion) for reducing the computational burden. Algorithms 3.6 and 3.7 were developed

for solving logit-based SUE traffic assignment model, SUEA-L. They cannot be used

to solve a probit-based model. These trvo algorithms are heuristic but they need a

smafler number of iterations to generate logit-based SUE trafrc assignments than

the MSA method.
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3.2.5 Ðiscussion of ÐUtr and STJtr Á,ssignment Models

The stochastic user equiiibrium (SUE) approach provides a more realistic and better

representation of the travellers' route selection process than the DUE, However. SUE

based assignment algoriiirms require more computational effort.

Sheffi and Polvell (1981) compared DUE and SUE approaches for traffic assign-

ment. They found that as the ievel of congestion of the network increases, the two

approaches tend to produce about the same assignment results. However, Sheffi and

Powell (1981) noticed that, at lou'demand levels, SUE models overestimated (DUE

models underestimated) the florn's.

The value of the parameters (B in ihe probit-based model and 0 in the logit-

based model) used for the variance rnay have varying efects on assignment results.

In addition to being more realistic, the SUE approach is more flexible for calibration

to a network. Once the iink travel time functions have been calibrated for the links

of a particular network, the DUE can only produce one assignment result. But

because of the possible incorrect assumption made in the DUE model, assignment

generated by DUE algorithms mav not be representative of the travellers' behavior

in selecting of their routes. Such results might lead to v/rong decisions regarding

network improvements. On the other hand, rvith a logit-based SUE, the parameter

d in Eq(3.12) can be calibrated to reflect the imperfection of traveilers'perception of

the travel time in the system and thereby reproduces the assignment more ciosely.

To further emphasize the importance of this parameter in calibration, consider

trvo hypotheticai cities which have exactly identical networks and origin-destination

trip matrices. All the matching links of both netu'orks have the same characteristics.

When a traffic assignment is carried out for both cities using the DUE approach

the resulting traffic flows ri'ill be the same for the matching links. If however the
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travellers in the two cities behave differently and have different knowledge of travel

time in the system, their rouie selection processes couid be diffe¡ent rvhich might

result in different tiaffic florvs on the matching links. Such diferences cannot be

reflected by the DUE. But by using the SUE, lhe 0 can be varied to reflect the

differences. This idea is furthe¡ illustrated in a network design example, Example

'Ati .'4.

9.2"6 Assignment Examples

Numerical examples are presented for illustration of the assignment models. Ex-

ample 3.1 gives a comparison of the probit-based and logit-based SUE assignments.

Ðxample 3.2 gives a comparison of the incremental method and the method of suc-

cessive averages; Example 3.3 compares the resuits by Algorithms 3.4, 3.6 and 3.7.

Erample 3.1.

Consider netrvork Ge sholvn in Figure 3.1. The parameters of the links in G¡ are

given in Table 3.1. It is assumed that there are four O-D pairs in the network and

the demands are shown in Table 3.2. Probit-based and logit-based stochastic trafñc

loadings are performed by Algorithms 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. The computational

results of the SUE assignments using Algorithm 3.4 are presented in Table 3.3. CPU

times for the probit-based and logit-based assignments are 4.06 and 0.30 seconds,

respectively. It can be seen from Table 3.3 that the differences in the traffic vol-

umes generated by probit-based and logit-based assignments are r¡ery small. The

difference in the computational time of the assignments based on the trvo loading

methods is quite significant. Based on this observation, we will only consider using

the logit-based assignment method for solving a stochastic network rlesign problem.
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(i,
r,2 | 20.0 0.006
2,6 lrS.O 0.006
4.3 I 17.0 0.006
5;e I z+.0 o.oo5
6,10 120.0 0.008
7,1i | 26.0 0.008
9,5 | z+.0 o.oo8

10,11 118.0 0.008
12,8 119.0 0.008

a,i

Figure 3.1: Network Go

b¡

Table 3.1: Data for Network Go

?,,

1'5
3,2
4,6
6,2
7,3
8,4

9,10
II,7

12,11

¡

cli. i
16.0 0.006
23.0 0.008
22.0 0.008
i9.0 0.008
16.0 0.00 8
22.0 0.008
7.0 0.008

26.0 0.008
17.0 0.00E

b;.¡

I

Table 3.2: Demands of 4 Origin-Destination Pairs of Example 3'1

i, i)
2,7

3,4
5,1

6,5
7,6
6,7
10,6

1 1,10

O,i,i

20.0 0.008
17.0 0.008
16.0 0.008
14.0 0.008
17.0 0.008
i3.0 0.00E

20.0 0.00E

18.0 0.008

b;.¡

O-D Pairs

(i, i)
2,3
3,7
5,6
o'/
7,9

8,12
10,9
II,T2

Demand

a;;
23.0 0.008
16.0 0.008
14.0 0.008
17.0 0.008
13.0 0.008
19.0 0.006
7.0 0.008

17.0 0.00E

I,t2) (4,9) (9,4) (12,1)

öt. t

5.0 8.0 6.0 i0.0
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Table 3.3: \'olume Comparison of Probit- and Logit-based Nfethods

(i, i)
lr2
2,6
4,3
5'9
6,10
7,II
9,5

10,1 1

12, 8

ú;.; úi-;

2.70 2.72
3.01 3.07
5.79 5.69
3.39 3.66
3.84 3.73
2.72 2.60
3.06 3.19
3.71 3.98
5.13 5.33

Ã;
where: sdip.r¡ = {Ði¡ili'--d')', æ1, and æ1, are flows on link ij generated by probit-based and logit-based

(i, i)
1, 5
3,2
4,8
6,2
aqlr d

8,4
9,10
I1, 7

T2,II

assignments, respectiveiy. .[ is the number of total links in Go.

&; .; ú; i

3.17 3.32
5.33 5.30
3.43 3.64
3.39 3.44
4.16 4.08
3.47 3.5i
4.85 4.97
3.37 3.31
6.30 6.30

Exømple 3.2.

(r, i)
2,r
3,4
5, 1

6,5
7,6
8,7
10, 6

11,10

This example is used to compare the stochastic NÍSA (Algorithm 3.4) and the in-

cremental assignment method (INC, Algorithm 3.5). Traffic assignments were per-

formed on network Go shown in Figure 3.1. The associated data of network Go

are gi1'en in Table 3.1. The demands of four origin-destination pairs are shown in

Table 3.2. Th¡ee values oî.0, e - 1.0,0.01, and 0.001 were used in this example.

Table 3.4 shows the traffic volumes generated by the MSA and INC methods for

various values of d. Table 3.5 shows the standard deviation (SD) of the link vol-

umes f¡om Table 3.4. Table 3.6 shows the other computationa.l results of the two

assignment methods. As shou'n in Table 3.5, deviations between the MSA method

and the incremental method are 0.535, 0.080, and 0.009 î.or 0 :1.0.,0.01 and 0.001,

respectively. It sho.rÀ's that the inc¡emental method can produce traffic assignments

similar to the ones produced by the MSA method, especially when the inperfection

of travellers' knowledge is more Eignificant (d is smaller).

5.90 5.81
3.74 3.82
4.98 5.23
5.58 5.7r
6.70 6.58
5.92 6.06
4.44 4.33
5.98 6.12

adt- ¡; 0.139

^t ^Púi ; ú¿ ; (i, i)
2,3
3,7
5,6
6,7
7,8
8,I2
10, I
1-r,r2

*; ; ú; :
2.52 2.57
3.39 3.22
a At t .ro
d,:u d.ùd

4.78 4.45
3.68 3.78
3.06 3.18
6.52 6.50
3.38 3.45
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Table 3.4: \,'olume comparison of stochastic r{sA and INC Methods

Assig. Method I À{S-4,*

Link
7,2 I 1.16
1,5 I 4.26
2,r | 5.52
2,3 | r.OO

2.6 I z.os
3,2

3,4
DN
.Jt I

4,3
4,8
5,1

5,6
5'9
6,2
6,5
6,7

6, 10
IDI lü
t.0
7,8

7,r7
8,4
8,7

8,12
9,5

9,10
10,6
10,9
10,ii
lI,7

11,10
1 1,12
12,8
12,!T

iNC" IMSAt lrNCt lÀ,fsÃi

0.43 13.40i3.40t3.584.6elz.eziz.ailz.so
4.75 16.48 16.46 16.76
i.16 13.10 ls.os lr.zs
2.23 lg.rrls.ozls.ro

5.25
q Áìd.r r

3.82
5.77
,17
4.94
a tr,
3.59
3.51
5.82
4.92
4.66
4.98
6.93
a70
0.83
2.57
6.46
3.92
2.68
5.57
5.10
o.oo
4.28
cl tD

5.81
2.74
5.89
i.í I

4.87
3.80
3.96
5.89
,1'
I CJ

a ,9.

3.42
2.84
5.89
5.81
4.50
5.64
6.46
4.28
0.56
2.r5
5.89
4.52
2.49
6.29
6.07
7.36
4.03
L.29
6.67
2.86
6.15
6.22

< at
3.99
3.40
5.76
3.67
4.75
trn

3.55
3,95
5.44
4.50
3.50
3.86
7.01
q At
J.tJ

3.11
D AÁÙ.IT

5.57
2.84
3.35
4.28
3.96
6.09
3.40
3.92
5.67
3.58
4.76
6.66

rNc Í

5.10
3.99
3.44
5.66
3.72
4.75
3.30
3.52
4.06
5.44
4.52
3.56
3.80
7.31

3.42
3.06
3.39
5.59
2.86
., ÐÕ

4.30
3.95
6.10
3.40
4.02
5.59
3.59
4.70
o./Ð

3.56
2.80
b. tb
3.28
3.09

5.39
4.09
3.40
5.79
3.70
4.62
3.30
3.66
4.17
5.41
4.47
3.41
3.80
7.18
3.31
3. i0
3.40
5.42
2.81
3.40
4.12
3.82
5.84
3.31
4.77
5.44
3.60
4.62
6.79

5.37
4.09
3.40
5.78
3.70
4.62
3.30
3.68
4.19
5.40
¿1.{ I
¿,a¿

3.80
t.¿r
., q1u.ür
3.10
3.40
5.42
2.81
3.39
4.r2
3.82
5.83
3.3i
4. i8
5.42
3.60
4.61
6.80
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Table 3.5: Standard Deviations of Trafic \¡olumes

Assig. Xtethoa l MSl*

sd¡u.,¡ =
whe¡e: sd1u,,) is the entry in Tabie J.5,
øi and øf are flows on tink ij generated by diferent algorithms (or 0) uand o,
.ü is the numbe¡ of total iinks in network Gç.

MSAr
INC' I o.o 1.386 1.396 1.486 i.488rusAi I o.o o.o8o 0.132 0.137rNci I o.o 0.134 0.134r{sAI I o.o 0.00erNCi i o.o

0.0 0.535 m

Table 3.6: Other Computational Results of Example 8.2

Note in Tables 3.4,3.5 and 3.6:
GC: Convex combinations method,
MSA: Me¡hod of euccessive average,
INC: Incrementai method,
*: 0 = !,0,
t: I - 0.01,

{: I = !.QS1,
NK: Number of portions by which the traffic demands are divided.
The scaie of Colum¡ 2 in Table 3.8 is 10,000.

Assig. Methoci
I{SA*
INC+
MSAi
iNci
MSAI
INCi

Travel Cost
0.339
0.35 7

0.336
0.338
0.339
0.339

Ile( o.o5

i5
(NK=15)

7

(Nr{= 7)
7

(NK= 7;

CPU Time
2.20 sec.

2.01 sec.

1.04 sec.

0.96 sec.

1.04 sec.

0.95 sec.
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Table 3.7: Data for Network G

i, i)
(1,2)
(2,3)
( 3,4)
(4,8)
(5,e)
( 6,10)
( 7,11)
( 9,10)
I 1 1.12)

O.i.i

20.0 0.006
23.0 0.008
17.0 0,008
22.0 0.008
24.0 0.00E
20.0 0.00E
26.0 0.008
7.0 0.008

17.0 0.008

b¡.;

Emmple 3.3

Example 3.3 is designed to compare Algorithms 3.4, 3.6 and 3.7 with the logit-

based traffic loading in Algorithm 3.4. It is assumed that there is only one origin-

destination pair from node 1 to node 12 in network G as shown in Figure 3.2.

Stochastic assignments we¡e performed by the th¡ee algorithms with a demand of

100. Data fo¡ the netwo¡k G a¡e shown in Table 3.7. Variations on parameter t
is shown in Table 3.8. Comparisons of the convergence behaviors of the algorithms

with d : 0.01 are presented in Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. In these th¡ee figures, the

ho¡izontal axis represents the iteration number while the vertical axis represents

total t¡avel time. The unit on the ve¡tical axis in each of the figures is 100,000.0.

Othe¡ computational results are a.lso given in Table 3.8. It can be seen that the

convergence behavior of the MSA method is improved by the optimization of the

step length ( into the procedure for generating the logit-based SUE assignment.

The numbe¡ .I in the iast step of Algorithms 3.4, 3.6 and 3.7 was (arbitrarily)

set to 7. The convergence criterion e fo¡ Examples 3.1, and 3.3 u'as 0.001. e for
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(i, i)
(1,5)
(2,6)
(3,7)
(5,6)
(6,7)
(7,8)
( 8,12)
(10,1i )

a,; ;

18.0 0.006
19.0 0.008
16.0 0.008
14.0 0.006
17.0 0.00E
13.0 0.008
i9.0 0.008
16.0 0.006

bt;.;



Table 3.8: Computational Results of Example B.B

e

0.01

Algorithm f,

0.05

1

,
3

0.1

TÌavel cost

1

2

.t

126.83
126.04
126.04

t.0

1

,
3

126.56
126.88
126.88

Nc(o.os

1

t
3

24
o

o

128.21
126.86
126.86

CPU Time

25

I

t

0.92 eec

0.50 sec

0.54 eec

126.09
128.63
128.63

qD
¿¿

7

7

0.95 aec

0.40 sec

0.43 sec

23

12

T2

0.88 eec

0.40 gec

0.43 sec

0.90 eec

0.66 eec

0.72 sec

Figure 3.2: Network G (Example 3.3)
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Figure 3.3: Travel Cost of Each Iteration (Algorithm 3.4)

6 7 I 9 t0

ITERATION NUMBER

,2 t3 t1

Figure 3.4:

t5

456789

ITERATION NUMBIR

T¡avel Cost of Each Iteration

t0 lt

50

(Algorithm 3.6)

,2 t3 t4 ts



Figure 3.5: T¡avel Cost of Each lteration (Algorithm B.Z)

Example 3.2 is shown in Table 3.6.

S,S Network Ðesign }rzlodels

Various transportation network design (ND) models and algorithms have been de-

veloped to solve different practical ND problems. These models can be distinguished

by the following features:

ø those that have continuous o¡ discrete decision variables;

6 7 I I to

ITTRATION NUMBER

ø those in which the construction cost is treated as part of the objective function

or as a budget constra"int; and

ø those that a¡e based on system optimal or user equiiibrium assignment.

IiD modeis with continuous decision variables may generate non-integer results

which need to be fu¡ther ¡ounded of to obtain the final decision. So the results

obtained by continuous optimization models and algorithms may not be directly
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implemented. The results generated b)' discrete ND models and aigorithms, on the

other hand, normali¡' can be directly implemented. This is the main reason that

lve'rviil, in this section, concentrate our effort on solving discrete I\D problems with

SUE assignment and with the construction cost being part of tlie objective function.

Before the netu'ork design problems are discussed, we ri'ill recail the definitions

given at the beginning of Section 3.2. Some of the definitions may be modified and

some new definitions will be given.

Define a network Go : {V, Lo}, u'here I/ and Ls are the set of nodes and set

of links of Go. Assume that, in order to irnprove the capability of a transportation

netrvork, there are a number of new roads (links) that have been proposed to be

constructed into the network Go, and/or, there are a number of old roads (links) in

the network Go that have been proposed for improvement.

We call all these proposed links (for construction or improvement) candidate

links. For the problems discussed in this section, we assume that the total number

of candidate links is hI. Let C¿ denote the construction cost of building a new link

or improving an old link /. \Ã¡e define a candidate project as the construction of

a set of candidate links. Therefore, for M candidate links, we have 2M different

candidate projects, including the "do-nothing project" in which no candidate links

will be constructed/improved.

The decisions of implemer-rting different candidate projects are represented by

tlre decision variables (Jn, h: 0,1,2,...,D (D : ZM - t):

[/o : (0,0, ...,0,0,0)

[J1 : (0,0,...,0,0, 1)

uz -- (0,0, ...,0,1,0)
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[l ¡ : (u¡,t )'rlj.z) ...,u¡,r, ...,u¡,rø)

:

Uo : (1, 1, ..., 1, 1, 1),

u'heie Us represents the "do-nothing project", [l represents the project in li'hich

only the AI-fh candidate link will be constructed, ..., and U¿ represents the project

u'here all the candidate iinks will be constructed. The vectors U¡,.,h:0,...,D are

generated by the follorving procedure:

i)

ii)

Let [Is: (0,0, ...,0,0,0) and [/t : (0,0,...,0,0, 1).

For z.' - 1,..., M - I, u : 0r...,2- - 1,

'llr¡2u,1 :'ltru,I¡ I : Ir..., M, and uu42-,M-u : I.

The construction cost of each candidate project is denoted by Cl, lr: 0,1, ...,D.

We define CP¡ to be the surn of the construction cost of the iinks belonging to

the candidate project å. The objective of the ND problems is to select a decision

variabie [/- (accordingly, a network G-) from [Jn, h: 0, 1, ...,D, iu order that the

total cost of the transportation system is minimized. The total cost is the sum of

the converted construction cost and the total travel time spent by motorists in the

network Gn : (N,L^), where ,L¡, is the set of links including the iinks in -Ls and

those links in the candidate project h,, h :0,1,..., D. Note that ali the networks G¡

: (N,L¡), h : 0,1,..., D, have the same set of node N.

Similar to the definitions given in Section 3.2, let X : [øt ¡tz¡...tr;j,...,æltui.

\VedefineXeX(F) h#

Ð
k

æ¿¡ : ÐÐ fi," oi;,u, vij e L¡;

ff"t : drr, Vr,s;

ra k
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fi' > 0, Yk,r,, s; (3.3')

æ¿j ) 0, Vij e Ln; (3.4')

wlrere Í1", d," and á|ir have the same definitions as in Eqs(3.1) to (3 4)

3.S.1 A Systern Optimal Network Design iVlodel

For a controllable transportation system, a system optimal ND model can be used

for seiecting the optimal candidate project. The purpose of developing and solving

such a model is to improve the capabilities of the system w'hile the total cost to

construct the project and the total travel time by the motorists in the network is

minimized.

The mathematical programming model for a discrete system optimal ND prob-

lem can be formulated as follows:

(soND) 
M

subject to:

wh.ere:

min | æ;¡t;¡(æ¿¡) + À"lC¿u¿
á jELn l=7

x e X(F)n

rvhere À" expresses the conversion between construction cost and

c¿; is the traffic fl.orv on iink ij, ij e Ln.

The above system optimal model can be solved by using a classicai non-linear

mathematical programming method and branch and bound approach. Various ap-

proaches for solving different system optimal ND models can be found in the exten-

sive sun'ey paper by 1\4agnanti and Wong (1984). Since the main interest of this
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research is in the user equilibrium ND modeis, the system optimal ND problems will

not be discussed in more detail in this research.

S.3.2 {Jser Equilibrium Network Design Models

Before the mathematical formulations of the ND models are presented, a phe-

nomenon called the Braess' Paradox, that could happen in solving user equilibrium

ND problems needs to be addressed.

It is widely accepted that if a new link has been added to a transportation

network, or the capacity of an existing link in the netrn'ork has been improved,

total travel time spent by the travellers at the equilibrium traffic pattern should be

reduced. However, an example has been established that shorvs the opposite. This

phenomenon contradicts the common belief and is called the Braess' Paradox. The

paradox can be illustrated b¡' appiying the DUE assignment or the iogit-based SIJE

assignment algorithrn to Braess' hypothetical sample networks (see Sheffi (1985)).

Thus ignoring Braess' paradox in any of the approaches for solving user equilibrium

ND probiems reduces the method to a pure heuristic. On the other hand, it should

be pointed out that the parameters used in the performance functions for the Braess'

sarnple network are very unrealistic. It would be difficult to find real netrvorks that

have some of tire types of the parameters used. The occurrences of tire paradox need

to be further expiored. In the algorithm presented iater in this section for solving

ND problems, the Braess' Paradox wiil be ignored.

The mathematical formulations of the ND problems can be developed by mini-

mizing the sum of the total travei time and the (converted) construction cost subject

to the user equilibrium traffic patterns in the concerned transportation netrvorks,

A mathematical programming model of the ND problem witli DUE assignment can
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be presented as follows:

(DUEND) 
Iut

+1" Ð æi¡t¿¡(æi) + À.l7¡u¿
"'" ij€L¡ l=7

rn'lrere ur are the 0-1 integer variables as in Eq(3.20) and

sion between construction cost and travel time, and æi,

equilibrium trafñc fl.ow on link ij which satisfies:

(3.7) and (3 8)

Note in Eq(3.22) that ij € Ln.

Various versions of the user equilibrium ND model can hat'e the same objective

function as presented in Eq(3.21). Therefore different ND models can be formulated

by combining Eq(3.21) with diferent assignment models. For example, an ND model

with a general SUE assignment formulatiorÌ can be constructed by using Eq(3.21)

as the objectivefunction subject to the constraints expressed by Eqs(3.9) to (3.11).

It can be seen that the DUEND model is a two-level non-linear integer program-

ming model. An algorithm based on a a branch and bound method for has been

developed in this thesis research for solving this type of ND problems. This method

is discussed next.

3.S,S A Branch and Bound Method for Solving an ND
Problem

In this subsection we will focus on an ND problem rvith logit-based SUE assignment.

The reasons for considering this model are:

ø SUE assignment is more realistic compared to DUE assignment as discussed

earlier;
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ø there is no sufficient support to justify that the probit-based loading approach

is superior to the logit-based loading approach, or vise versa;

e the logit-based loading approach is more efficient than the probit-based ioading

approach and experiments have shor,r'n that the difference in th.e assignments

generated by these trvo approaches is negligible (one of the examples is pre-

sented in Example 3.1).

The detailed rnathematical formulation of this model is:

(suEND-L) *

wirere ur are the 0-1 integer variables as in Eq(3.20) and À, expresses the conversion

between construction cost and travel time, and æi, is the logit-based SUE traffic

flow on link zj rvhich satisfies:

(suEA-L)

m1n
U¡

subject to:

Ð
;ie n

æi,t¿¡(æi) + À,lC¿u¿
l=1

Note that Eq(3.23) is same as Eq(3.21). Eqs(3.24) and (3.25) are the same as

Eqs(3.12) and (3.13), respectively. They are re-numbered in this subsection only for

the citing purpose.

Next we present a heuristic algorithm ivhich applies the MSA algoritirm (A1go-

rithm 3.4) and the incremental method (Algorithm 3.5) for traffic assignment. The

algorithm uses a branch and bound method for selecting optimal or sub-optimal

netu'ork design decisions. The step by step procedure of the branch and bound

1g"{å Ð ? ri roÏ ') * 
,E,lo"' 

t,¡@)a,¡

X e X(F)n

(3.23)

(3.24)

( 3.25 )
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algorithm for solving Eqs(3.23) to (3.25) is given below:

Algori,thm 3.8

The algorithm is divided into two phases.

Phase 1.

Step 1.0. Lel n: 0 and ,lî) : rÍT) : O, ij e Lo.

Step 1.1 Generate tl? : U¡@lî\, ii e Lo.

Step 1.2. Using the STOCH algorithm to perform a logit traffic assignment

based on the current travel time tll, find an auxiliary link florv g,(i)

(the search direction) :

v[î) : I""Ð," d',,Pff¡,¡6ît',x , ii e Lo, where:
e¿o( -êT1". - \

P(,i¡,n -- ffi ) 0, Ð¡ P(å;;" :1 and r(å¡,n : Ð,ir"ntl? a:;,0

Setz -ni 1. Comput., *lf -"lî-" +Tfulî-') -*lî-'\, ij eLs.

If:
\- r! \-- t ^( 

j) _on.r pi lzq 
- 

Z¿iiLI/ri=n-I+r\*ii *;i l ) < çu1t - \- ;r":I --: et
/r;i *1J

go to Step 2.0; otherwise, go to Step 1.1.

Wlrere: n?;' : TÐi=-_r*r*ÍJ) .

Set ,n¡K : n. LB : Ð;iet o ællK)¡\{K) .

Set current optimal solution U- : Uo - (0,0, ...,0,0).

Set Ad,, : d,"lNK.

Setå:D,whereD:2r[-I.

Step i.3.

Step 1.4.

Phase 2.

Step 2.0.

Step 2.1. For G¡: {V,tr¿} perform the incremental logit traffic assignment:

Step 2.1.0. Let m:0,"Íî) : *lo,) :0, i,i e L¡.

Step 2.1.1. Compute tli) : tr,çæli)).
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If TCn: Ð¿jer,,"*lT)tli) + 
^.Cl 

> LB,

and there is no any ft, 1 ( k t h, such that (Jnl [J*,

go to Step 2.3; otherwise, go to Step 2.1.2.

(The expression of "[Jn | [/¡" means that all the candidate

links in project fr are included in project ñ..)

Step 2.1.2. Using the STOCH algorithm, generate:

t*ÍT) : Ð,, 2u Ld,"P(å),¡6îï,t",

wlrere P(,ï,0 is same as in Phase 1, except here ij e Ln.

Step 2.1.3. Set rn:rnf 1. Comp:ut", *[i) : *lî-t'* L,æl':-t),i'j e L¡.

If rn > N K, go to Step 2.2; otherrvise, go to Step 2.1.I.

Step 2.2. If TCh 1 LB, sel LB : TCn and U" - [Jn.

For all k,k 1å, and U¡ t U¡,

i[: 1,,r",,*lf 
*)tÍI*) + l,C¡ ] LB,

then eliminate project k from further consideration, go to Step 2.3.

Step 2.3. If h :1, output U* as the optimal soiution, stop;

otheru'ise, set å : h - !, go to Step 2.1.

Remarks

i) In Algorithm 3.8 presented above, Phase 1 is the logit-based MSA traffic assign-

ment for network Go. Phase 2 is the branch and bound method for selecting

G- from Gn,h:0,1,...,2M - 1. The assignment method used in Phase 2 is

a logit-based incremental method.

ii) The branch and bound method is used to solve the network design problem

'ivitirout considering Braess' Paradox. That is, rÃ'e assume that the total iravel

cost at the user equilibrium pattern in a network u'ith more links will be equal
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to or less than the total travel cost in the same netrvork with less links. For

an illust¡ation of the branch and bound aigorithm, consider trvo candidate

projects, A and B. If:

ø project A has mo¡e candidate links than project B;

trafic assignment in the network rvith project A constructed has been

performed and the associa,ted total traffic cost is known; and

the sum of construction cost of project B and the travel cost in the

network with project A constructed is equal to or greater tiran the sum

of the construction cost of project A and the travel cost in the network

with project A constructed (assume that this sum is the current lower

bound),

then the traffic assignment in the network with project B constructed will not

be performed, because the sum of construction cost of project B and the travei

cost in the network with project B constructed will be equal tc or greater than

the current lower bound.

iii) In general, the branch and bound method discussed in ii) is presented in Step

2.2 of Algorithm 3.8. In that step, candidate project å. is the current project

and an5' of the other candidate projects, project k, will be eliminated if:

ø the sum of the converted construction cost 
^"C 

I and the total travel cost

associated rvith any Gn, h t' k, is greater than the current lower bound,

and

ø ali the candidate links of project k are included in the above project å..
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However. ignoring the Braess' Paradox is one of the two factors that reduce

Algorithm 3.8 to a heuristic method in solr'ing the model.

iv) The logit-based incremental traffic assignment algorithm is used for the assign-

ment on Gn, h - 7,..., D. The purpose for applying the incremental approach

is to reduce the number of iterations in tire assignment process. If the total

cost corresponding to network Gn: {V,Ln} h: I,...,D, exceeds the current

lower bound even n'hen not all of the portions have been assigned, then it

is possible to eliminate the further assignment iterations and go to the next

candidate project.

As mentioned earlier, i\,tSA can generate convergent solutions for soiving the assign-

ment problem of Eqs(3.2a) and (3.25). The number of iterations l/K corresponding

to the MSA convergence deviation e is used for the incremental approach in Phase

2. it is expected that the numbe¡ of iterations required for the MSA method to con-

verge would also be sufficient for the incremental method to achieve a soiution close

to the stochastic equilibrium. Normally, such an achievement cannot be guaranteed.

In discussing the deterministic assignment method, Ferland et al.(1975) presented a

simple network to shou' that the incremental method might generate an assignment

irot necessarilS' ef the user equilibrium traffic pattern. The resuits of their example

still apply to the stochastic assignment method used in the above algorithm. This

is another reason that makes the algorithm heuristic. However, from the test results

of Example 3.2, the travel costs generated by the 1\4SA method and the incremental

method vary rvithin a smaii range) and hence the incrementai method is used based

on the computational experience. In summary, the algorithm is a heuristic method

because:

ø Braess' Paradox is ignored, and
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@ convergence of the incremental method cannot be guaranteed.

3.ß.4 Ðiscussion

In this section, rve presented a number of transportation ND models and a heuris-

iic aigorithm for solving an ND problem u'ith logit-based SUE assignment. We

concentrated our research on the discrete ND problems. We believe that this type

of problem is more realistic. Since integer variables are involved, the discrete ND

problems are more difficult to solr'e than continuous ND problems.

The stochastic traffic assignment approach has been accepted as being more

flexible and more representative for real life route selection. However, due to com-

putational difficulties associated lvith it, very little effort had been directed to in-

corporating it into network design problerns.

A major achievernent in developing Algorithm 3.8 is that the stochastic assign-

ment based X{SA and the logit-based incremental method have been incorporated

into a network design modei. It also shows that:

i) The stochastic traffi.c assignment model can be incorporated into the ND prob-

lems thereby representing the real life route selection process more closely with

nore flexibility. Therefore, more realistic ND solutions can be expected.

ii) The logit-based model can be used for traffic assignment in solving ND prob-

lems aithough it does require more computational time than the deterministic

assignment method.

iii) The incremental assignment method can be used to reduce the number of iter-

ations of traffic assignment.

The results of this section (Section 3.3) wiil appear in Chen and Alfa (1991b).
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S.S.5 F{etwork Desïgn Exarnples

Example 3.4 illustrates the advantage of using a stochastic traffic assignment model

in solving network design problems.

Er,ample 3.J.

A smali network gs shorvn in Figure 3.6 is used for this exampie. The parameterc a;¡

and ö;; are shorvn in Table 3.9. This example compares the differences that could re-

sult in a netw-ork design problem when the deterministic and stochastic assignment

methods are used. In this example, the Convex Combinations method (Algorithm

3.1) and the logit-based MSA (Algorithm 3.4) rvere used to perform deterministic

and stochastic traffic assignments, respectively. Assume that the demand from node

ltonode 4of gsisl0units. Variousvaluesof parameterdwereusedinthestochas-

tic assignments, Computationai results presented in Tabie 3.10 are illustrative of

the advantage and the flexibiiity of the SUE approach. Let us assume, for an ND

problem, that any link in ge with flow larger than or equal to 5.0 units will be im-

proved. According to the DUE approach, links (1,3) and (3,4) will be improved. If,

hou'ever, 'we use the SUE assignment, links (1,3) and (3,4) u'ill be improved when

d > 10.0, where e < I.0,links (1,3) and (2,4) will be the ones to be improved.

Our decision regarding network improvement rviil thus depend on d. This example

demonstrates the advanta,ge of using the SUE assignment. Rather than ignoring

the appropriateness of using the SUE beca,use of the computationai requirements,

more effort should be devoted to improving its computational eficienc)' so it can

be used in solving vatious trafic assignment and ND problems. The number 1in

Aigorithms 3.1 and 3.4 for this example u'as set to 7. The convergence criterion e

was 0.001.
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Figure 3.6: Netwo¡k

(i,
r12

2,4

Table 3.9: Data

o;;
21.0 0.008
20.0 0.006

go (Example 3.4)

b;.;

Table 3.i0: Link Volume Comparison of DUE and SUE Methods

(¿, i)
1'3

for Netrvork gs

3,2

r,2
1,3
o.J

,À
3,2
3,4

Qi."

19.0 0.008
2.0 0.008

b;;

C-C: Convex Combinations Method
I{SA: Method of Successive Averages

4.89
õ.1i
0.00
4.89
0.00
5.11

(i, i)

É = 10.0

2'3
3,4

4.87
5. i3
0.00
4.87
0.00
5.i3

ei.i
1.0 0.008

20.0 0.008

4.75
5,25
0.25
5.00
0.50
^á oo

b;;

ÀfsA I MSA I MrA.-l--NrsA

4.7-Ð

5.25
0.78
5.01

1.01

4.99

-0.i f 0=0.01 ld=0.001
1.75
5.2i)
1 ?:

5.07
r.o /

4.93

4.75
5.25
1.42
5.20
1.88
4.80
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4.75
5.25
r.42
5.25
1 01

4.76

0 = 0.0001
4.75
5.25
1.41
K OE

1.92
4.75



Examples 3.5 and 3.6 are appiications of the branch and bound network design

algorithm.

Enample 3.5

Example 3.5 illustrates the branch and bound network design algorithm. Assume

that iiiere are four candidate links to be built into Gs. The network Go is shorvn

in Figure 3.1. The parameters of Gs are the same as shown in Table 3.1. Posi-

tions of the four candidate links are represented by the broken lines shown in Figure

3.7. The constants a¿j, b;j and construction cost C¿¡ of the four candidate links are

shown in Table 3.1i. It is assumed that there are 2 origin-destination pairs. One

is from node 1 to node 12; the other is from node 4 to node 9. Traffic demands

from tire above origins to destinations are assumed to be 50 units and 30 units,

respectively. Results generated by the heuristic algorithm are shown in Table 3.12

for various values of À,. For example, it shows that the optimal solution is to add

all candidate links into the original network if À, : 1.9. The generated solutions

seem reasonable because the number of links is reduced with the increase of ihe

value of À,. The algorithm rvas compared to an enumeration method in wirich ail

the 16 candidate projects for the 10 diferent values of À,, were evaluated. No better

soiution was found, rvhich means that Braess' paradox did not arise in this example.

As expected, CPU time for the total enumeration procedure over the branch and

bound algorithm was longer by about 6 to 10 seconds for this smali size problem.

This example shows the algorithm solving problems u'here new iinks are added. The

aigorithm can also be used, without major modifications, to solve problems where

links are improved.
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Figure 3.7: Candidate Links in Example 3.5

\./---

Table 3.11: Data fo¡ Candidate Links of Example 3.5

Link Numbe¡
1

2

3
¿t

(i, j)
1,6

9,11
4r7
7,9

øi.i b¡.¡ C¡.
19.0 0.008 7000.0
2i,.0 0.008 10000.0
19.0 0.008 6000.0
30.0 0.008 8000.0
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Table 3.12: Computational Results of Example 8.5

Ào

1.0

2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
10.0

Num. of Assig.
Performed

o

6

I

8

10

10

10

10

10

10

Solution
Gene¡ated

Example 3.6.

(1,1,1,1)
(1,0,1, i )
(1,0, 1 ,1)
( 1,0, 1,1 )
(i,0.1,1)
(1,0,1,1)
(1,0,1,0)
(1,0, i,0)
(1,0,0,0)
(1,0,0,0 )

The branch and bound algorithm was applied to a realistic network based on the

urban transportation system of the city of Winnipeg. Several parallel links were

combined and some zones.were aggregated. These modifications rrere performed to

limit the size of the netwo¡k. The adapted network G- and the 5 candidate links are

shown in Figure 3.8. The data for the performance function of each link is shown in

Table 3.13 and the demand mat¡ix of the 23 origin-destination pairs is presented in

Table 3.14. Two experiments (A and B) were performed in which the construction

costs fo¡ 4 of the 5links were changed as shou'n in Table 3.15. Note that each iink

ij in Tables 3.11 and 3.13 denotes a "two $ray road'). Node S21 denotes Winnipeg

dou'ntown a¡ea. The time units given in Tables 3.13 and 3.15 are in minutes and the

time units given in Table 3.14 are in hours. For À., :0.6 and À., - 1.0, the results

were (0,0,0,0,1) and (1,0,0,0,0) for experiment A, and (0,0,0,0,1) and (0,1,0,0,0) for

experiment B. Computational time ranged f¡om 22 to 45 minutes. The number

o/

Total Cost

287815.4
3 16544.0
337544.0
358544.0
379i,44.0
400544.0
415341.0
428347.0
436029.2
443029.2

,l', Time
(sec. )

5.64
5.62
6.55
7.49
9.2Í,
oto
9.39
9.26
ote
oto



Figure 3.8: Network G- of Example 3.6
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i, j)
7,2
2,7
4,9
6,10
8,12
7r,12
13,20
16,i7
18,35
20,26
21,30
23,24
25,27
28,29
30,3 i
32,33
34,39
37,38
40,47

o¡,i b¡.i
¡ 5.0 0.162

8.0 0.065
7.0 0.081
4.0 0.065
4.0 0.046
5.0 0.081
3.0 0.054
5.0 0.065
5.0 0.162
5.0 0.054
5.0 0.041
2.0 0.i62
2.0 0.162
6.0 0.065
2.0 0.108
3.0 0. 1 08
8.0 0.162
7.0 0.065
3.0 0.162

Table 3.13: Data for lJetwork G,

lïlilr
1, 6

3,4
5,77
7,8
9,15

11,14
14,2r
16,23
19,20
2r,22
21,31
23,33
26,29
28,36
30,37
32,39
35,41
38,39

f * '---- å.;
I 'rJ .rJ

5.0 0.081
2.0 0. i 62
8.0 0.108
5.0 0.054
3.0 0.081
4.0 0.065
4.0 0.032
4.0 0.i62

13.0 0.108
3.0 0.108
3.0 0.108
3.0 0. 1 62

8.0 0.065
7.0 0.108
5.0 0.081
4.0 0.081

10.0 0.162
4.0 0.08i

(i, i)
1, 1g

3,9
5, 18

7,II
10,11

12,2r
r5,26
17,18
r9,25
2r,26
Ðo oa

24,34
27,29
29,30
3r,32
33,34
36,37
38,40

rc;- b;
12.0 0.162
6.0 0.065
8.0 0.162
4.0 0.054
4.0 0.081
4.0 0.046
3.0 0.081
6.0 0.065
2.0 0.162
6.0 0.065
3.0 0.162
4.0 0.108
8.0 0.065
6.0 0.054
3.0 0.162
4.0 0. i62
3.0 0.065
5.0 0,081

[T;]-
2,3
4,5
6,7
8,9

i 0,13
13,14
!5,2r
17,24
20,2r
27,29
22,32
25,26
27,40
29,36
31,39
34,35
36,39
39,41

T_.-------.--;-I ø¡.¡ þ;.;
4.0 0.162
3.0 0.162
4.0 0.065
1.0 0.162
2.0 0.065
4.0 0.065
2.0 0.108
2.0 0. i 06
5.0 0.046
9.0 0.108
3.0 0.i62

13.0 0.065
13.0 0.i62
4.0 0.108
6.0 0.108
5.0 0.162
7.0 0.108
5.0 0.081
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Table 3,14: Demands of 23 O-D pairs of l.Íetu,ork G,.,
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Table 3.15: Data for Candidate Links in Network G_
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1

58
43
t4

| 05
38
5{
84
16

107
l 154

33
42
t5

7
t9
¿6
74
32
l5
25
42

0

Link Number | (i, j) or,¡ br¡

1

,
D

4

5

21.32
10,i4
4,16 5.0 0.006

i6.2i 4.0 0.010

3.tr tJ.

4.0 0.010
2.0 0.010

061200x1
750 x 103

450 x i03
700 x 103

850 x 103

200x1
350 x 103

250 x 103

300 x 103

450 x i03
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,I in Step 1.4 in the assignment part of Algorithm 3.8 rvas set to 7. The values of

0 ar.d e in the assignment part of ihe network design algorithm were set to 1.0 and

0.1, respectively, for both Examples 3.5 and 3.6.
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ChapÉen 4

NetworÏç Alesågffi Pnoblexsrs wåÈh
Ðy*amic T'raffia Assågermneffit

4"1 lntnoduatíon

In Chapter Three, transportation assignment and network design (ND) problems

with static traffic demand were discussed. In this chapter, we will discuss trans-

portation assignment and network design problems rvith dynamic traffic demands.

Dynamic demands means that in a transportation network, the number of vehi-

cles for each O-D pair is time varying during the considered time period. A static

problem can also be viewed as a dynamic problem having uniformly distributed

demands rvith time variable ú. Static problems can be solved by dynamic method.

Thus the static t¡affic assignment and ND probiems are the special cases of the

more general dynamic problems. The dynamic problem is also more realistic since

traffic demands are normally tirne-varying, especially in urban areas during peak

hours. Figure 4.1 compares the differences in static and dynamic traffic demands

for a same O-D pair in a network. Most of the available models and algorithms

for traffic assignment including those presented in Chapter Three are only for static

conditions. Aithough these static models have very strong mathematical support
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for their results, as pointed out by Ben-Akiva (1985), they are based on a simplified

assumption and some of them failed to capture the essential features of traffic con-

gestion. The lack of realistic assignment algorithms for dynamic traffic demands is

ma.inly due to the difficulties associated with:

e a lack of an appropriate approach to analyze the complicated interfering traffic

flows in the dynamic networks,

a developing a suitable mathematical model.

Figure 4.1: Static vs Dynamic T¡affic Demands

Time of tìe Day

In fact, the complicated interfering t¡afrc florn's in a dynamic network result in the

difficulty in developing a suitable mathematical model.

10:00 "- Time of the Day
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In rnost major urban aÍeas, transportation system planning is often carried out

for the peak period during which demands are time-varying. In order to obtain the

realistic traffic assignment u'hich is appropriate for peak traffic conditions and is

the basis for exploration of dynamic ND problems, the time-varying aspect of travel

demand should be taken into account. In this chapter, we t'ill discuss a number of

dynamic traffic assignment modeis and two algorithrns for user equilibrium dynamic

assignment in a general network with muliiple O-D pairs. A b¡anch and bound

algorithm for a discrete dynamic ND problem wiil also be discussed.

4"2 Ðynarnic Traffic AssignrneTrt Froblems

Sinrilar to that discussed in Chapter Three. consider a netrvork G : {V,tr} where I/

and L are the sets of nodes and links in G, respectiveiy. Let 14¡ be the set of origin

or destination nodes of the network with 14¡ Ç Iz. in the static problems discussed

in Chapter Three, the performance function of each iink ir G is assumed to be the

BPR curve. In the dynamic problems, the types of "performance function" to be

used vary with different models and they will be discussed along rvith these models.

4"2"L Dynamic Traffic Assignrnent Models

There are a number of models dealing u'ith dynamic traffic assignment problems.

Some of these modeis are developed for the situations of varying trip departure times

in a single link or two iink networks. A literature revielr of such dynamic trafrc

assignment problems can be found in Alfa (1986). In this subsection, we consider a

traffic assignment problem in general networks rvith time varying demands, but as-

sume that the temporal distribution of tlie travellers remains the same. Four models

or algorithms for solving dynamic assignment problems in a general transportation
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network will be discussed.

System Optimal Model with Discrete Time (Mode1 a.1)

X,Ierchant and Nemhauser (19i8) deveioped a system optimal model for solving

the dynamic traffic assignment problems ri'ith discrete time variable. The model

aimes at an assignment problem with muitiple origins and a single destination in a

general netrvork. It is assumed that the totai time span is y'/ which is partitioned

into equally spaced discrete time epocirs denoted by t, TL:7,...,/'/. The model is

as follorn's:

¡ú

subject to:

æ;¡(n I r) : *¡¡(n) - s;¡læ;¡(n)l i a¿¡@),n : 0,1, .'., ff - t,vij e L

rnin I lt¿¡(n)læ¿¡(n))

Ð u;¡("¡ : d,(n) * Ð rr' l*"(")),tu : r,..., y'/ - 1, vr
i€.o,

n=7 ij

In the above model, æij(n) is traffic fl.or¡' on link ij at time epoch n; travel time

tr¡(") (the performance function) on link i,j aL tirr'e epoch n is a non-negative and

non-decreasing function of flow æ¿¡(n); s¿¡ is the nurnber of vehicles that can exit

from link ij during a time epoch; d,(n) is the traffic demand at time epoch n from

origin r to the single destination O,is the set of nodes connected u'ith and directed

from origin r; and R;¡ are the variables for initialization. Decision variables of this

model arc g;¡(n) in Eq(a.2).
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æ;j(0)-R;i>0,Vij

yij(n) ) 0,n: 0, ..., N - I,Vii,

æii@) ) 0, z : 1, ..., N,Vij.

(4 1)

(4 2)

(4 3)

(4 4)

(4.5)
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I{erchant and Nemhauser rieveloped a piecervise linear programming method to

solve this model. The model can be extended to solve a multiple origin and mul-

tiple destination problem by creating a super singie destination and by connecting

the multiple destinations with the created single destination. Since this model is

based on the system optimal orinciple, it will not be appropriate to use this model

to solve a dynamic assignment problem in an urban transportation network. User

equilibrium models will be discussed next.

User Equilibrium Model with Continuous Time (Model a.2)

Friesz et al. (1989) proposed a user equilibrium model with continuous time

variable to solve d)'namic traffic assignment problems. It is assumeed that the total

timespanis 7 and ¡is a continuous timevariablewith 0 ( z < f. Themodel can

be presented as follows:

subject to:

min I lo' lo""n'
zJ

In Eqs(4.7) to (4.11), t¿¡ is cost function 01ì link ij, d.¿¡ and 9;i are variables of

incoming and outgoing flows, respectively, on link ij. S¡(r) is the traffic flou'gener-

ated at node k which is a nonnegative and continuous function of time z, 0 ( T S T.

The above formulation of the dynamic user equilibrium (UE) model is a reasonable

íô

d,n,rr(r\
ry:d;¡(r)-7;¡læ;¡(r)ju'¡

^90(r) :ld¿¡(r) - Ð er¡læ¡¡(r))
lNk

æ;i(0) > 0,V¿j,

dr¡(r) ) 0, æ¡¡(r) > 0,Vij.

t¿¡(u)si¡@)dudr (4 7)

(4 8)

(4 e)

(4.10)

(4 1i)



generalization of the static UE model of Eqs(3.7) and (3.8) (Chapter Three). The-

oretical analysis has also been provided for this model by Friesz et al.(1989). A

major feature of this modei is that it is based on the assumption that each traveller

in the network will re-calculate his/her minimum travel time path and shift to a

new shortest path for the rest of his/her trip at each node as he/she arrives at tire

nodes. This assumption requires that any algorithm developed to solve this model

would calculate the shortest paths at every time point whenever a vehicle arrives at

an intersection in the network. This model will be 'i'ery useful for real tirne anaiy-

sis, but it could be very difficult to develop an algorithm based on this model. At

present time, there is no algorithm available that can solve this formulation.

TRRL/CONTRAM (Model 4.3)

CONTRAM is a well-developed computer softrvare. It is able to solve dynamic

traffic assignment problems without developing an optimization model. CONTRAM

is deveioped by Transport and Road Research Laboratory (TRRL) of Britain and

has been widely used, mainly in European countries, for a number of years (Leonard

et al., 1989). CONTRAM is a powerful tool for detaiied trafic management. An

iterative algorithm is included in CONTRAN{ for dynamic traffic assignment. Some

of the main features of CONTRAM are;

ø CONTRAM performs the assignment by the portions (packets) of vehicles.

The size of a packet is fixed in each of its iterations.

As discussed in Alfa (1987), CONTRAM assumes, for the second and sub-

sequent iterations, that the congestion delay to a packet is a result of other

vehicles and is independent of that packet. CONTRAM therefore subtracts,

the volume of this packet, from the volume estimates used for estimating travel
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times experienced by a packet on a iink. It then calculates the minimum travel

time path for tliat packet and ailocates that packet accordingly.

o Time epochs used in CONTRAM are not necessaril¡' squ¿1. Time epochs

become smaller when traffic demands vary sharply. This feature aliows CON-

TRAi\,{ to be more accurate in solving dynamic traffic assignment problems.

ø CONTRAM has many well-developed functions for detailed traffic manage-

ment. It is a ver¡r useful computer package for solving realistic traffic assign-

ment probiems.

e The assignment algorithm used by CONTRAM may need further improve-

ment.

Other models have been proposed for solving dynamic traff.c assignment probiems

in general networks, but the critical feature of the problem, that is, the interfering

of traffic flows has not properly been addressed.

User Equilibrium Model rvith Discrete Time (N{odel a.a)

Alfa (1987) proposed a discrete time model for solving dynamic UE assignment

problems in a general network s'ith multiple O-D pairs. The problem of interfering

traffic fl.orvs has been taken into account b¡' this model. A major development in

this thesis research for dynamic assignment is based on this model. Assume that in

a network G, associated rvith each link ij is the capacity c;¡ ) 0 and the zero-florn'

travel time a¿¡ > 0,ij e L. Similar to that in Model 4.1, it is assumed that the

total time span is y'ú rvhich is partitioned into equaliy spaced discrete time epochs

denoted by t, n: L,...,/ú. In this model, n starts (n: 1) from the epoch that

the first vehicle enters the network and ends (n - ,\i ) at the epoch that the last
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vehicle leaves the network. The number of vehicles departing at time epoch z and

travelling between O-D pair rs is expressed by d,,(n'),n' : I,...,Nd,1 < ¡úd < /ü.

For this assignment model we assume that:

ø the route selection approach is deterministic, that is, travellers at each time

epoch n have perfect knowledge of travel time in the system and wiil choose

the minimum t¡avel time path (shortest patli) among all the possible paths

from their origins r to destinations s; r)s e W,

ø there is no due time for any travellers to arrive at their destinations, and

ø the ternporal distribution of demand remains the same, that is, no traveller

will change his/her departing time epoch even it can reduce his/her travel

time.

The deterministic route selection mode is considered unrealistic as discussed in

Chapter Three. Because the problem will become too complicated if the stochastic

route selection mode is used in dynamic assignment algorithms, we only consider

the deterministic mode in trafrc assignment and ND models in this chapter.

The no due time requirernent and constant temporal distribution of demands are

the same features that Models 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 have. Some of the dynamic assignment

models based on single or two link networks address the problem with due time

requirement and changing temporal distribution of traffic demands. Including these

features makes the model more realistic but those models a¡e normally not applicable

to the problems in a general network rvith multiple O-D pairs. Because of the

excessive complexity of the models and algorithms, the due time requirement and the

changing distribution of demands are not considered in soiving dynamic assignment

and ND problems in this chapter.
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For this dynamic UE model with discrete time variable, we assume that the

bottleneck causing the trafic delay is located at the exiting end of each link ij,
Vij € Z. This is illustrated in Figurc 4.2.

For each link ij and time epoch z,'define æij(n) as the flow on the link, sij(rl)

as the number of vehicles exiting from the bottleneck , and t;¡(n) as the travel time

on the link at time epoch TL,rL = 1,...,ff. Also define that O; is the set of links

connected with and directed to node i. Let [ø;¡J represent the integer greater than

or equal to a;¡, that is, o.ij < ïor¡l < a;i * !. Then æ;i@) can be evaluated by the

following difference equations:

Figure 4.2: Bottleneck at tiie Exiting End of a Link

where:

æ;¡(n) : æ;¡(n - 1) + Ð", 6Tí(n',n)d,,(n)

*[Ð¡;e o, Ð," 6ií(n',n )s¡¡(n )] - ríj(n);

n' = Ir..., ffd, n:2r...,1/;
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qi(I) : Ð,, ái;'(1,1)d',(1);

s;j(n) : 0, n : 7,..,1or¡);

s;¡(n) : min{!,, 6i; G,I)d,,(L), c¿¡},

s¿¡(n) : mi*{Ðå-]î"1 Ð"u 6îï(n',m)d,,"(m)*

r-t- [";j] rL,rn=z Ðn¿eo,Ð," 6îï (n', rn)s ¡¿(m'), c¿¡j,

TL' : 7,..., ÀId, n : ior¡l i 2, ..., N,

is defined as:and 6it'(n',n)

6ii@',n) =

Travel time t¿¡(n) on

t,
t,

link zj

n:lø;¡lrt;

It is obvious that for a same set of demands d",, \'alues of the traffic volumes æ4@)

depend upon the routes selected by the travellers from their origins r to destinations

s,Vr,s € V. Different route selections will result in different values ol 6it'@',n) in

Eqs(a.12) and (4.13). The shortest path rvith time-varying travel times is obtained

by the method given in Cooke and Halsel' (1966). The details of the shortest path

algorithm is as follorvs:

Let t|,(n) be the travel time along the minimum time path from node r to node

s if the trip starts at node r at time n, then:

if any of the vehicles betrveen rs, departing
at, nt, can arrive at node i and
rvill pass link ij at time epoch n,
otherwise.

at time epoch n is evaLuated by:

t¿¡(n) : æ¿¡(n)lc;¡ * a;¡, ij e L,n : 7,...,N,

(4.13)

ti,(n') : V:¡{t,,{n') + t;,(n' + t,,(n'))}, rs e ri,
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where:

ti,Ø'): 0, Vr, Tr' : !,..., N¿.

Eqs(a.15) and (4.16) follow those in Alfa (198i).

The traffic assignment mechanism in this dynamic model is similar to that in the

static DIJE assignment method discussed in Section 3.2.3. In this model, we assume

that traveilers u'ill select the sirortest path obtained by the dynamic shortest path

algoritirm presented in Eqs(4.15) and (4.16). When the roads become congested,

some of the travellers will shift to a new shortest path. After large number of

iterations of traffic loading and reloading, user equilibrium travel pattern (if it exists)

is expected to be achieved and no traveller can reduce his travel time by unilaterally

shifting his/her route. It should be noted that there is no specific mathematicai

formulation for this dynamic traffic assignment model. It can be expressed as above

stated, or by conceptuai symbols as presented in Alfa (1987).

4,2.2 Dynamic Tbaffic Assignment Algorithms

In tlris subsection tu'o algorithrns, Algorithms 4.1 and 4.2, wiII be presented that

can be used to solve ModeI4.4. Theoretical analysis based on a simple network for

Algorithm 4.2 rvill be given after the algorithms are presented.

AIfa (1987) developed a heuristic algorithm to solve Model 4.4. The algorithm is

rewritten and presented as Aigorithm 4.1. A major result of this researchpresented

in this chapter is the development of Algorithm 4.2. Both of Algorithms 4.1 and 4.2

are iterative. Algorithrns 4.2 incorporates the method of successive averages (MSA)

into Algorithm 4.1. The traffic loading and reloading mechanism of Algorithm 4.1

is improved by Aigoritl'Lm 4.2. Although technical improvement has been made,

Algoritirm 4.2 is still a heuristic algorithm when it is used for soiving d)'namic
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traffic assignment problems in a general netrvork. Convergence to the dynamic user

equilibrium (if it exists) b¡' any of the trvo algorithms has not been mathematically

proven.

In Algorithm 4.1 presented below, traffic demand of ea,ch O-D pair at each time

epoch ivill be repeatedly loaded on the corresponding shortest paths obtained by

Eqs(a.15) and (4.16). Travel time calculated in the current iteration is used to ob-

tain the shortest paths for traffic loading in the next iteration. The step by step

procedure of this algorithm is presented belou':

Algorithm 1.1

Step 0.0: Let fr : 0.

Step 0.1: Assume no flows in the network, i... *ll@):0,71- 1,.. .,N,Vij.

Step 0.2: Find the shortest paths plo,)(n') using travel times

t;¡(n) : &ijtn' : I,..., Nd,Tz : 1,..., N; Vrs.

Step 0.3: Assign d,,(n') to patir plo")(n'), Tt' : I,..., /ú¿;Vrs.

Step 0.4: Calculate *f¡(") using Eqs(a.12) and (4.13) , n : I, ..., N,Vij.

Step 0.5: Using *ll¡)(") as the current flows in the network, calculate travel

times tl',) (") by Eq(a.1a ), n : r, ..., N ;Vi j .

Step 0.6: Goto Step 1.0.

Step 1.0:

Step 1.1:

Step 1.2:

Letk:1.
Assume no flows in the network, t.". ,l!)ç"¡ = 0, n: 1,..., N;Yij.

Find the shortest paths pll)("') using the latest travel times

tÍ!-t)(r),n' :7,..., ÀId, n: L,...,1{;Vrs.

Assign d,"(r') to path pl|)("'), n' : I,...,n/¿;Vrs.
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Siep 1.4:

Step 1.5:

Calculate *!¡(") using Eqs(a.12) and (4.13) , n :7,..., N,Vdj.

Using ,l!)@) as the current flou,s in the network, calculate travel

times tlt) (") by Eq(a.1a ), n : t, ..., N ;Vi j .

Step 1.6: If lrcj;)(n) -*l!-')ç")i S.; ,rL:L,,...,ff,Vij,or k ) K, stop;

otherwise, let k : k + 1, goto Step 1.1.

In Siep 1.6, e is a given smali real number and K is a given large integer for the

stopping criterion, that is, the algorithm will terminate if the difference between the

traffic volumes of any two consecutive iterations, for eacir link and each time epoch

n, is smaller than a given small real number, or the iteration nurnber is greater than

a given large integer.

Aigorithm 4.1 has a simple traffic loading and reloading mechanism. As reported

in AIfa (1987), traffic f.ows generated by tiris algorithm fluctuate in some case. In

Alfa (1987), an incremental aigorithm rvas also presented. Since the incremental

algorithm needs much more computational effort, we did not make the effort to

improve that algorithm in this research.

To improve the traffic ioading and reloading mechanism of Algorithm 4.!, we

incorporated MSA into this algorithm and developed Algorithm 4.2 to solve the dy-

namic assignment problem. The N{SA approach is the same as in the static assign-

ment aigorithm (Algorithm 3.4). One technical difference is that, for the dynamic

problem, MSA uses the dynamic shortest path algoriihm (Eqs(4.15) and (a.16)) and

generates the shortest path for each O-D pair at each time epoch in an iteration.

Another difference is that the traffic loading and reioading is performed based on

the traffic routes in the dynamic model, instead of on links as in the static case.

The stopping criterion of this algorithm is same as in Algorithm 4.1,
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Dynamic l\{eihod of Successive Averages (1\{SA)

Solutions of dynamic trafrc assignment problems are based on the assumption

that there exists a "dynamic user equilibrium" traffic pattern such tirat no traveller,

departing at n, n - 1,..., Àr¿, can reduce his/her traveltime by unilaterally changing

his/her route, Travel time by the travellers might be reduced if some of them change

their departing times unilaterally. In the models in this chapter, however, lve assume

that the temporal distribution of traffic demands is fixed. To the knowiedge of the

author, there are no appropriate mathematical formulations available for solr'ing

this assignment problem. Such mathematical formulations will not be developed

and in this tliessi research eitlier. The major difficulty is in finding the objective

function of the model if it can be formulated into an optimization model. To sum

the objective functions of the static user equilibrium model by all the time epochs

cannot yield a proper formulation for solving the above dynamic user equilibrium

assignment problem.

The main reason that the dynamic MSA is used for solving this problem is that

the evaluation of the objective function is not needed.

The other reasons why the MSA method is used are:

e The convergence to the user equilibrium of i\{SA has been proven (Polvell

and Sheffi (1982)) for static assignment problems in general netu'orks under

normal conditions. Since the application of X{SA in the dynamic assignment

is a generalizalion of the static one, the convergence behavior in the static case

is a good basis that encouraged the author to use the same approach.

The convergence of MSA in solving dynamic assignment problems can be

mathematically verified in a simplified case, as presented in Section 4.2.3.
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e The procedure of 1\{SA is consistent with normally assumed behavior of tire

travellers. Because it is an iterative procedure, the congestion occured in a

link at a time epoch in the previous iteration can be avoided by ihe traffic

loadings of the later iterations. All the relevant information obtained in the

earlier iterations can be taken into account by the later iterations of the traffic

Ioadings.

ø \{SA is also a simple method. lt requires one execution of the shortest path

algorithm (Eqs(a.i5) and (4.16)) in each iteration of the assignment procedure.

Hence the computational time is usually at an acceptabie level.

In using MSA for dynamic assignment, one needs to store the information identi-

fying all the shortest paths obtained during all the iterations. The storage requires

extra computer memory more than that required by the static assignment algo-

rithms or the dJ'narnic Algorithm 4.1. For those algorithms, such information does

not need to be stored. The step by step procedure of Algorithm 4.2 is presented

belou'.

Algorithm 1.2

Step 0.0: Let ,k : 0.

Step 0.1: Assume no fl.ows in the network, i... *ll)@):0,n:7,...,N,Vij.
Step 0.2: Find the shortest paths plo")(r') using travel times

tr¡(n) : aij)'n' :7,...,ff¿, rL: I,..., y'y';Vrs.

Step 0.3: Assign d,,(n') to path pfo,)(n'), n' : 1,..., N¿;Yrs.

Step 0.4: Calculate *l¡(") using Eqs(4.12) and (4.13), n:!,...,N,Vij.
Step 0.5: tTsing 

"lT)@) 
as the current flows in the network, calculate
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Step 0.6:

Step 1.0:

Step 1.1:

Step 1.2:

Step 1.3:

times tÍ?@) by Eq(a. I4), n: 1, ..., N;Vij.

Goto Step 1.0.

Let k: 1.

Assume no flows in the network, i.". *l!)6¡:0, n: 1,..., N;Vij.

Find the shortest paths pl\)("') using the latest travel times

tl!-t)çn .,n' : r,...,, N¿, n : r,..., 1{; Vrs.

Let d,,(n') : d,,(n')llr,TL' :1, ..., /{¿;Vrs.

Assign d,,(n') to path pl|')("'), rL' : I,...N¿;Vrs;k' : L,...,(c.

Step 1.4: Replace d,"(n') by dl'"(n') and replace 6if @t,7¿) bJ' y"(k')7n,,n ) according

to pl'"(n'), in Eqs(4.12) and (4.13), k' : 7,...,k,fr': 1, ..., À!, Yrs.

Calculate ¡l¡(") using Eqs.(a.12) and (4. IB), n, : 1, ..., N¿,n. :1, ..., ff,

Vi.j. Let *l?@): Ðf,=r nf¡(")

Step 1.5: using *l!)@) as the current flows in the network, calculate travel

times tl|J @) by Eq(a. 14), n: 1, ..., N ;Vi. j .

Step 1.6: If læl?@)-*$-')ç")l l.; n:I,...,ff,Vi,j,or k) K,stop;

otherwise, let fr : k + 1, goto Step 1.1.

This algorithm can be used for solving dynamic assignment problems in general

netu'orks with multiple O-D pairs. A theoretical analysis for the algorithm based

on a simple two link network case with one O-D pair is presented next.

4"2"3 Theoretical Analysis of Ðynarnic Vlethod of succes-
sive Averages (MSA) in a Two Ï-,ink Network

Hororvitz (1984) developed an approach for analyzing the convergence behavior of a

number of static assignment methods using a simple two link network. Here we use

the same analysis approach for the dynamic assignment Algorithm 4.2. Consider a
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two link network with one origin destination pair O-D as shown in Figure 4.8. Since

the t*'o iinks in Figure 4.3 have the same pair of identifying nodes, we temporarily

eliminate the double subscripts ij of all the variables. Instead, we use a single

subscript i,i = 7,2, to identify the two links. For example c¡(z) refe¡s to the floç,

on [nk i at time rz. Since we have only two links in this section, then by recursively

solving the simplified Eq(4.12), it can be obtained that:

Figure 4.3: A Two Link Network

Let J;: Ilci and then from Eqs(4.i4), and (4.17) we have:

?1lrî

t;(n)= ø;* J;D¿,(r") - ¿ Ð si(rn): A;(r)+¿ t d,(-),
¡n=7 tn=2 m=l

or expressed as:

Ìt

æ;(n):Ð¿,(*)- f s;(m),,i:L,2; n= 1,...,^,L.

t;(n) = fi@;G),d;(2),...,d,(n)), (4.19)

where fi@,Q),dr(2),...,d,(")) are non-decreasing for all of thei¡ arguments, i :
I,2; n:7,...,Nd.

tn=2
(4.17)

8B

(4.18)



Following Horowitz (1984), let P1(tr("),tr(")) denote tire probability that a

travelier from origin O to desiination D at time epoch z chooses link 1 if the travel

time on link 1 is less than the travel time on iink 2. For a two link situation, we

have:

P2(t1(n),tr(")) - 1 - P1(t{n). tr(")).

And tire following equation holds:

lVe assume, for the analysis, witliout loss of generality, that di(n) -f dr(n): I,n:

7,...,N¿.We can also rvrite the probabiiity P1(tt(r),tr(n)) in the function form as

(c.f. Hororvitz):

d¿(n) : P¿(t{n),tr(n)), 'i : r,2; n: L,...,Na.

and

P2(t1(n),tr(")) - 1 - F(Lt(n)), rL : L,..., N¿. (4.22)

For the deterministic link selection described in the MSA algorithm, F(At(z)) is:

( t, if Aú(z) > o,

F(At(n )) : { 0.5, if Aú(z) : 0, (4.23)

I o ir aú(z) < o.

I,l-ote that F(At(z)) is discontinuous at A,t(n) : 0, n : I,..., Nd,.

The assignment procedure of the MSA for each iteration k, f --- oat can be

expressed by:

1 ,,, 1 _

afk)çm\: 

^d[r'@') 

+ (i - ¿)a]o-'l(*), i = r,2; nr: r,,...,Nd, (4.24)

and the travel time is calculated by:

4u)@) : A;(n) + J, i d'-;n)(^), i :7,2; n:1,..., ¡y'd. (4.25)
m=7
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The purpose of the foilowing anaiysis is to show that:

[m aflÀ)(') : lim 6ru)(") -du)(")) :0, n:L,...,Nd.
À-oo \ / /c*æt "

From Eqs(a.2a) and (a.25), we have:

4o)@) = A¿(n) + r,t.llal^)1*¡+ (1 - !l{r-'tç*)), i: r,2;
m=1, t'

and from Eq(4.26), u'e have:

6¿1È)(n) : trflr-r¡1 O+lpf)@)-t\k)çn) - a¿1¡-r) Ø)\, n: 1,..., N¿; k : r,2,... ,

(4.27)

since Aú(À) (n) : #)@) - lrn)(n). Note that Eq(a.27) holds because of the linearity

betrveen the travel time and the travel volume as shown in Eq(a.ia).

Since the arrival rate on link 1 at time epoch n. for iteration k is determined by

tlre travel time difference in the two links of iteration k - L, then from Eqs(4.20)

and (4.21), we have:

a\k) çn¡ : pl (¿iA-1)(z). ilË-t)ir)) : r(nr{È-1)1n¡¡.

From Eqs(4,19), (4.27) and (4.28) rn'e have:

¡¿1r)(n) : 4¿1r-i)(z)

+i{fîV.Y)(r), .., ¿f)@ - 1), (1 - F(n¡n-')(")))l
- ¡y¡a\ktçt), ...,¿\o)(" - 1), F(at(*-')('))l
_ 4¿r*_r)1n )].

Let:

H^(Y,æ) : fi[Y, (1 - r(r))] - liLY,F(r)1,

rn'here Y is a vector of. n - 1 dimensiols, rl, : 1,..., ÂI¿, and Hn

function. Fo¡ each r¿ and At(n) f 0, there is aiways an Mn > 0

IH^(Y,At(n)) I < trt-lAt(n) l,
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(4.2e)

(4.30)

is a non-increasing

such that:

(4 31)



From Eqs(a.29) and (4.30) we have:

¡¿1ß)(z) : [flr-r¡1 ,7 + !{iu-(lr, a¿1¿-r)(r))] - 
^ú-(å-i)(n 

)}. (4.J2)

For eacii k > 2 and each fl,fl : 7,..., N¿, define z¡(n) b.:,

( 
-H_(y,4¡(r-r)(n ))lLr(k-r)(n), if .[¿1r-r)(") # 0;z¡(n) : { ., "'t 

Å ) do \tú)) 
," T,-ru-r',)-( - X' (4.33)

I u, if A¿]È-l)(n) : 0.

From Eqs(a.32) and (a.33), we have:

By recursively solving Eq(a.3a), it can be obtained that:

À

4¿1È)(n) : g't -t1t,,{")+ l)l(er{l)qn¡¡. (4.85)

Since fr -r oo, then for i u'ith I, M#, w-e have i . ffi. From Eqs(4.31) and

(4.33), it can be seen that 0 < rr(n) S II,I" for all k,> 2. So there is:

4¿1Ë)(n) : [1 - !t"rt"l+ i)]at{*-')(').

Because

Jltå:o, (4.sT)

tlren for any € ) 0, there is alu'ays an /' such that Vl, I > l*, it has | < e and

0 < 1 - IQ,(")+ 1) < 1. Since

,\T(t - lQ,@)* 1)) : 1,

then, without loss of generality, iet l* be the one that for / > I-,1 + oo, it also has:

11
1og li - j(a(") -- 1)l < -r. - t. (4.38)
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Then from Eq(4.35):

r1k1
1og lAfÀ)(z)i : Ðlog l1 - 1Qt(")+ 

1)l + Ð log l1 - 1Q,@)+ t)l +log lat{l)(n¡¡.
t=2 L t=r. +i' 

(4.gg)

From Eqs(a.38) and (4.39), rve have:

tog lafle)(n )i < Ðrog 11 - 1e,@)+ 1)i - É ] *,or lnr{1)1n¡l (4.40)
Èz L l=1" +1 ú

Since:

then

It means that

æ'l
)ìi:"o,
-lr¡c=-L

Remarlçs,

i) The analysis presented above is a dynamic extension of the static assignment

presented by Horowitz. The only requirement for the performance functions

in Horowitz's approach is that they sliould be non-decreasing in terms of traffi.c

volumes on the links. This requirement is satisfied by this dynamic case as

shorvn in Eq(+.ta).

ii) It should be pointed out that the counter exampie given in Horowitz (I98a)

does not appiy to the MSA algorithm. This is because in our algorithm,
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travel times tf¡(") at each iteration È are generated by the successive averages

of the demands, not by the travel times of tire previous iterations.

iii) Algorithm 4.2 can be developed based on any other t5'pes of performance func-

tions. The linearity of the performance function in Eq(a.1a) is not necessary

for MSA to generate dynamic traffic assignment. For example, congestion de-

Iay can be calculated by queueing models. In that case, however, the analysis

approach presented above will not be valid, because the linear performance

function is the kev factor in obtainingEq(a.27) from Eq(4.26).

iv) It rvould be very difficult to extend the same analSrsis approach to the multiple

O-D pair assignment problem in a general netrvork, although it is a more

realistic situation. Even for a simple network as shor.l'n in Figure 4.4, with

two O-D pairs (from Node 1 to Node 4, and from Node 3 to Node 4), the

above analysis approach will not be applicable. One of the reasons is that, for

example, Eq(4.t7) is not valid for link 2,4.

A major beneflt of Algorithm 4.2 is in applying it to the dynanic network design

(ND) problems. NÍost ND models are for static travel demands whereas dynamic

models are more appropriate in urban areas. Traffic assignment needs to be per-

formed repeatedly in almost a1l network design models based on the user equiiibrium

principie. Since Algorithm 4.2 does not require much computational time, it will be

a good candidate algorithm to be incorporated into a dynamic ND algorithm. Such

algorithm will be discussed in the next section.

A very important and still unanswered question of the dynamic assignment

problem is whether the existence of a dynamic user equilibrium for a general network

can be proved. This can only be answered if the dynamic assignment problem can be
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formaJly modeled mathematically. Even if the dynamic equilibrium can be proved
to exist, it is still difficult to show that Algorilhm 4.2 does converge in a general

netwo¡k.

Next we will present an example to illust¡ate Algorithm 4.2. The convergence

behavior of this algorithm can be seen f¡om this dynamic assignment example for a

small size general network with multipte O_D pairs.

4"2.4 ,& Ðynamic Assignment Example

In this section we will present a dynamic assignment example to illust¡ate Algorithm
4.2

Example /.1

Figure 4.4: A Network ìüith n{ultiple O-D pai¡s

and D2

The Netlvo¡k and Input Data

Consider a traffic netwo¡k G as shown in Figure 4.5. Each link ij in G represents
a one-'waJ'| road from i to j with zero-floi¡,t¡avel time a;¡ and.Iink capacity q¡, as
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F'igure 4.5: Netwo¡k G of Example 4.1

Table 4.1: Link Parameters of Netrvork G

i, i)

shown in Table 4.1. T¡affic demands of the three O-D pairs

are given in Table 4.2. The total iteration number K (Step

was set to 16 for this example.

The Computational Results

( L,2)
( 1,5)
(2,5)
(3,6)
( 4,7)
(5,6)
(5,e)
(7,8)

A;; C;;

2.0 3.0
3.0 3.0
4.0 3.0
1.0 3.0
3.0 2.0
1.0 3.0
1.0 4.0
1.0 2.0

;, j)

The total travel cost (time), ?ir), that the t¡avellers spent

each iteration À is shown in Figure 4.6. It is evaluated as:

¡f
y$) - Ð t tl|@), l' : 1,...,16.

;ie L n=7

(1,4)
(2,3)
(2,6)
(4,5)
(4,8)
(5,8)
(6,9)
(8,9)

a¡;
1.0 3.0
3.0 2.0
2.0 2.0
2.0 4.0
1.0 2.0
3.0 4.0
4.0 3.0
2.0 3.0

c;;

for seven time epochs

1.6 in Algorithm 4.2)
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Figure 4.6: Total Trafic Cost of Each Ite¡ation
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Table 4.2: Trafic Demands fo¡ Z Time Epochs

O-D I n = 1

Convergence phenomena of the trafic volumes generated by the algorithm are

visible on ail the links. Fo¡ brevit¡,, the volumes and travel times on links (4,5),

(4,8) and (1,2) will be presented for this example. The varving traffic volumes of

the 7 time epochs with demands for 16 ite¡ations on links (4,5), (4,g) and (1,2) are

shown in Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.g, respectively.

In Figures 4.7,4.8 and 4.9, each curve represents traffic volumes on the link at a
same time epoch fo¡ different iterations. T¡affic vorumes on links (1,4), (1,5), (2,8),

(2,5) and (2,6) have the simila¡ convergence shape as shown in Figures 4.2, 4.g and

4'9' T¡affic volumes on the ¡est of the iinks have stable value (a positive constant

or zero).

Observations

From the computational results of Example 4.7, we obse¡ve the followings:

ø total travel time (travel cost) decreases and slightiy oscillates around a con-

vergence point as the number of iterations, &, increases (Figure 4.6).

ø Traffic volumes, fo¡ the same time epoch, on certain links do not change as

the number of ite¡ations, È, increases; o¡ when they do change, the changes

are very small.

4.0
2.0
4.0

.0

8.0
7.0

8.0

10.0
8.0

8.0
9.0
7.0

6.0
5.0

6.0

5.0
4.0
5.0

4.0
5.0
5.0

ø For each time epoch, t¡affic volumes tend to converge as the numbe¡ of ite¡a-
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tions, fr, increases.

ø 1\'ISA is a good approach for further exploration in pursuing an algorithm that

can generate convergent solutions for dynamic traffic assignment problems.

CPU time for tliis example is 9.20 seconds on the mainframe computer. \4¡e

have assigned various larger numbers of iterations for a number of similar examples,

and the convergence phenomena lvere also observed. Computational complexity

depends upon the number of time epochs Ar¿ that have demands, the total number

of iterations K and, of course, the network size and configuration. The algorithm

needs to calculate, lv¿ times, the shortest paths in every iteration fr. The number

of times that the shortest paths are calculated is additive as k increases. However,

of Algorithn 4.2) becomes more complicated and the computational time increases

exponentially rn'ith iteration number k.

The main disadvantage of Algorithm 4.2 is that it requires larger computer

memory size, especially when a la,rge number of iterations is needed to achieve

convergence. This is because the information required to identify the shortest paths

in all previous iterations has to be stored.

The results of this section (Section 4.2) have been submitted by Chen and Alfa

( i991c).

4"& Ðynarrric Network llesign Frobler¡as

In Section 3.3, Chapter Three, static network design (ND) problems rryere discussed.

As mentioned earlier at tire beginning of this chapter, transportation network pian-

ning and design in major urban areas are often carried out for the peak period
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during which traffic demands are not constant. Hence it may be difficult to directl¡'

a,pply static ND models and algorithms to solve reaiistic ND problems in an urban

traffic network. To tlie best knowledge of the author, there are no models reported

in the literature that can be used to soh'e dynarnic netrvork design problems. In

this section, we will present a dynamic ND model. The model is similar to the ones

discussed in Section 3.3, that is, a discrete model ri'ith integer decision variabies

and the construction cost being part of the objective function. A branch and bound

algorithm is developed for solving this model.

4.3.L T'he I\4odel and the .Algorïthm

In this model, the sun of total traffic and construction cost is to be minimized;

subject to tire dynamic UE assignment. The dynamic ND model is:

(DYUEND)

where: Th :Ð¿¡T¿¡ with

in Eqs(4.45) and (4.46), -L¡ is the set of links in the network Gi, : {V,L¡}.
[Jn,h -- I,...,2M - 1, are the decision variables indicating the candidate iinks in

a project. z¿ is the ce1l of a vector [/¡,. Un, ot and C¡ are the same as defi.ned in

Section 3.3. Àd expresses the conversion between construction cost and travei time;

and za(n) is traffic fl.ow on link ij at time epoch n rvirich satisfies I'[odel 4,4, the

d¡'namic UE assignment model rvith discrete time.

The above discrete dynarnic ND model can be solved by a branch and bound

algorithm. The algorithm presented next is similar to Phase 2 of Algorithm 3.8, the
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static ND algorithm. The step by step procedure of the algorithm is presented belorv.

Algorithrn /¡.3

Step 1. Perform dynamic traffic assignment on network Go : (N,Lo);

using Algorithm 4.2 Lo generate the total traffi.c cost ?s.

Set the current lower bound LB : To.

Set current optimal soiution U" : Uo: (0,0, ...,0,0).

Seth:D,whereD:2b[-7.
Step 2. For G¡ : {V,tr¡}, perform the dynamic UE assignment

using Algorithm 4.2. Let TCh: Tn i )¿Cf .

Step 3. If TCnl LB,set LB:TCn and [/" -Un. Forall l*,lr< ft. and U¡lU¡,
if: l¿¡r¡,,Tn i À¿Cf ) LB', (similar to that in Algorithm 3.8, "U¡ ) [-I¡,"

means that all the candidate links in project /c are included in

project å.), then eliminate project k from further consideration,

go to Step 2.3.

Step 4. If h, : 1, output U* as the optimal solution, stop;

otherwise, set å. : h - 1, go to Step 2.

In Algorithm4.2, Cf is the construction cost for project k. It is the same as defined

in Section 3.3.

4"3.2 Ðiscussion

In this section, a network design modei incorporated with one of the dynamic traffic

assignment models discussed in Section 4.2 ís presented. The reasons why a model

rvith discrete decision variables is selected are the same as stated in Section 3.3.

Algorithm 4.3 is a branch and bound approach to solve dynamic ND problems.
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Since the MSA method, instead of the incremental method as in Algorithm 3.8, is

used to generate the traffic assignment, the number of iterations to generate trafic

assignment cannot be reduced. On the other hand, the branch and bound procedure

in Algorithm 4.3 is less complicated than that in Aigorithm 3.8. Algorithm 4.3 is

still a heuristic method because:

ø the dynamic i\{SA assignment method embedded in the algorithm is a heuristic

dynamic traffi.c assignment algorithm;

e the phenomenon similar to Braess' Paradox in the static ND problem needs

to be explored for the dynamic ND problem if existance of a dynamic user

equiiibrium can be proved.

Next a numerical example is presented to illustrate the branch and bound algorithm

for the dynamic ND problem.

4.S.S A Ðynamic Network Design Example

Example 1.2

The Problem and Computational Result

Consider network Gs as shorvn in Figure 4.10. Each link i,j ir Gs represents a

one-way road from i fo j rvith zero-flow travel time a¿¡ and link capacity c¿¡, as

shown in Table 4.1. Trafic demands of three O-D pairs for seven time epochs are

presented in Table 4.2. Four candidate links considered for adding into network Go

are expressed by the dashed lines as shown in Figure 4.11. The parameters o,;¡ and

c;¡ of network Go and the construction costs of the candidate iinks are presented in

Table 4.3. Total iteration number K for dynamic traffic assignment in Steps 1 and 2

of Algorithm 4.3 rvas set to 15. Computational result of this example are presented
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Table 4.3: Data for Candidate Links of Example 4.2

Table 4.4: Computational Results of Example 4.2

À¿

1.0

1.5

2.0
2.5
3.0

Num. of Assig.
Perfo¡med

I4
T2

i0
,|

6

Solution
Generated
(0,1, 1,1)
(0,1,0,0)
(0,1,0,0)
(0,1,0,0)
(0,0,0,0 )

Total Cost

5055.2
5669.9
6069.9
6469.9
671 5.6

CPU Time

1M22.45EC
1M10.6SEC

58.3SEC
41.?SEC
35.9SEC
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in Table 4.4 for different values of the conversion parameter À¿,

Observations

From the computational results presented in Table 4.4, it can be seen that:

e results generated by Algorithm 4.3 are reasonable since the number of the

neu' links to be constructed is reduced u'ith the increase in the value of the

converting parameter À¿;

ø CPU time is much longer than the computation of static ND problems due to

the higher compiexity of the dynarnic assignment procedure.

The modei and aigorithm may be further expiored by converting the travel time to

be measurable with the construction cost, opposite to the way that the converting

parameter is currently used. In that case, a group of converting parameters, that

is, a vector instead of a scalar, could be used. The elements of the vector will

correspond to the relative importance of the travel time at different time epochs.

4"4 A Cornpari.son. Study

In Chapter Three, the traffic assignment and network design (ND) problems with

static traffic demand are discussed. In thìs chapter, the traffic assignment and ND

problems with time-varying demands are discussed. Traffic assignment models for

solving ND problems with static and dynamic dernands are based on different types

of performance functions. A direct comparison of the two different modeis is difficult

because the results by the two performance functions on a same link will be very

different. The difference will be signifi.cant when trafrc demand is low compared

to the capacities of the links in the network. In this section, rve will incorporate

an efficient method developed by Alfa (1990) for evaluating expected queue length
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into the dynamic model. The impact frorn the different types of traffic demands

and different performance functions on the ND problem solutions will be presented

through a number of numerical examples.

4"4"L Ferforrnance functions of Static and Ðynamíc ,&s-
signment Models

It can be seen that in Chapter Three, the performance function of each iink zj in

the network is assumed to be of BPR (Bureau of Public Roads) type curve, that is

t¿¡(*;¡):a¿j*b;¡*1¡,

where c;¡ is the trafrc flow on link zj, and a¿¡ and b;¡ are parameters independent

of the traffic flow on link zj. This function is widely used in static traffic analysis.

For the dynamic assignment model discussed in this chapter, the performance

function given by the BPR function is inappropriate. The main reason is that this

function cannot capture the dynamic trafic flow relationship between the connected

links in the network. In the dynamic trafic anaiysis, the entering flow of iink ij
at time epoch rL : rLt is cornposed by the exiting flows of those links connected

witlr and directed to link ij at time epoch n = nt - 1. This relationship cannot

be expressed by the performance function given by the BPR curve. Based on this

consideration, a different type of "performance function" is used in this chapter for

the dynamic traffic analysis as shown in Eqs(4.12) to (a.La).

The performance function expressed by Eqs(4.12) to (4.I4) is an accepiable

function for dynamic traffic analysis. Ho$'ever, there is a major difference of the

behaviors between this function and the static one, the BPR curve.

e For the BPR function, travel time ú¿¡ will be greater than the zero-flow travel

time for any value of traffic frow æ;¡ ) 0 on link zj.
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e For the function b5' Eqs(a.l2) to (4.14), travel time t¿¡(n) for time epoch

n wili be equal to zero-fl.ow t,ravel time for any value of traffic fl,ow n¿¡(n),

0<r;¡(n)<c¿j.

Theoretically, trafic assignment u'ith static demand is a special case of traffic

assignment with dynamic demands. The comparison of the two assignment models

shouid easily be done by using the dynamic model to soive static problems. Hoü'ever,

the differences in the performance functions prevent such a direct comparison. It

can be seen that the performance function for dynamic problems is only a simplified

form. In a realistic transportation system, travel time on a link zj will normally be

greater than zero flou'travel time when traffic flsw æ¿¡ ) 0, even íf æ¿¡(n) 1 c;¡. Traf-

fic assignment could be different due to different performance functions used. The

performance function in the dynamic model needs to be modified before static and

dynamic assignment models can be compared. To conduct the comparison study

properly, we include an expected queue length calculation procedure, deveioped by

Alfa (1990), into the dynamic assignment algorithm (Algorithm 4.2). The queue-

ing procedure utiiizes the maximum entropy principle and is an efficient method

for evaluating the expected queue length in a M(t)lDl7 qteteing system. That

procedure will be applied in the network to calculate the queue length and then the

vehicle delay time for each iink. Details of the procedure for the M(t) I D l1 queueing

system can be found in Alfa (i990).

4"4"2 Numerical Examples

In this section, four numerical examples will be used for comparison. All the ex-

ample problems are ND problems. The same branch and bound method given by

Algorithm 4.3 is used to solve the ND problems based on the same network and
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Table 4.5: Link Pa¡ameters of ll-etwork G

2.0 3.0
3.0 2.0
i.0 3.0
3.0 2.0
3.0 4.0
1.0 2.07,8)

1,4) | 1.0 3.
2, 5) I 4.0 3.0

Table 4.6: Data fo¡ Candidate Links of Network G

4.5) | 2.0 4.0
5,6) i 1.0 3.0
6,9) | 4.0 3.0
6. e) I 2.0 3.0

Link Number

same set of candidate links. The network and the candidate iinks are presented in

Figure 4.12' Data of the links of the network and candidate links are shown in

Tables 4.5 and 4.6.

i
2
c

4

(i, i)
1,5

216

4,8
5,9

a¡,j

Four Numerical Eramples

3.0 3.0 1200.0
2.0 2.0 800.0
1.0 2.0 900.0
1.0 4.0 1000.0

Ci,t

The four examples are designed to compare the models with simpie performance

function to the performance function from the M(t)lDll queue. Tirese examples

are also used to compare situations where the traffic demands a¡e constant vs. time-

varying.
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Table 4.7: Dynamic Traffic Demands for 7 Time Epochs

Figure 4.72: A Netrvork for Comparison

o

O-_-.O

(2,9)

In Example 4.3, an ND problem with time-r'arying demands as shov,-n in Table

4.7 is solved by Algorithm 4.3. The "regular" performance function presented in

Eqs(4.12), (4.13) and (a.14) is assumed for each link in the network. The results of

Example 4.3 are presented in Table 4.8. Different values of parameter l¿ are used

to conve¡t the construction cost to be measureable with the total travel times.

In Example 4.4, the problem is the same as in Example 4.3, except that the travel

time calculation of each iink includes the results b¡'the M(t)lD ll queueiug model.

The entropy approximate method developed in Alfa (1990) is used to generate the

expected queue length at the exiting end of each link in the netwo¡k. The results

of Example 4.4 a¡e presented in Table 4.9. The same set of parameter À¿ as in

111
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2.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 3.0 2.i, 3.0
2.0 4.0 5.0 4.5 2.5 2.0 2.5
2.0 3.5 4.0 3.5 3.0 2.'o 2.Ð



Table 4.8: Computational Results of Exampie 4.3

À¿

1.0

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

Num. of Assig.
Performed

3

5

6

I
t4

Solution
Generated
(0,0,0,0)
(0,0,0,0)
(0,0,0,0)
(0,1,0,0)
(0,1,0,0)

Total Cost

1rÁ7 a

1247.4
1247.4
1081.3
90 i.3

CPU Time

17.75EC
29.OSEC
35.3SÐC
45.2SEC

1M21.75EC

Table 4.9: Computational Results of Example 4.4

À¿

1.0

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

Num. of Assig.
Performed

8
o

14

13

10

Solution
Generated
(0,1,0,0)
(0,1,0,0)
(0,1,0,0)
(0,1,0,1)
(0. i,0,1 )

Total Cost

i 694.5
1534.5
r374.5
I124.I
764.1

CPU Time

1nf 31.6SEC
1If45.45EC
2lvl42.3SEC
2M32.8SÐC
1T,I59.OSEC
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Table 4.10: Static Traffic Demands for Z Time Epochs

(i,6
(2,9 )
(4,9)

to
3.2
3.0

to
1.)

3.0

Table 4.11: Computational Results of Example 4.5

to
3.2
3.0

À¿

ta
a,
3.0

1.0

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

Num. of Assig.
Performed

.9

3.2
3.0

3

5

6

10

16

90

3.2
3.0

Example 4.3 is used for this example.

Solution
Generated

Example 4.5 is simila¡ to Example 4.3. The difference is that the static traffic

demands are assumed in this example. The constant t¡affic demands are shown

in Table 4.10, Results of this example are presented in Table 4.11. Example

4.6 is similar to Example 4.4. The diffe¡ence is that the static t¡afic demands a¡e

assumed. The traffic demands, shown in Table 4.10, are the same as in Example

4.5. The results of Example 4.6 are shown in Tabte 4.12.

to
îoJ.¿

3.0

(0,0,0,0)
(0,0,0,0)
(0,0,0,0)
(0,0,0,1)
(0.0,0,1)

Totai Cost

1256.3
1256.3
1256.3
1094.6
894.6

CPU Time

18.1SEC
30.2SEC
36.2SEC
59.OSEC

iM33.75EC
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Table 4.12: Computational Results of Example 4.6

À¿

1.0

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

Num. of Assig.
Pe¡formed

6

7

10

T2

1i

4.4.3 ûbservations

Solution
Generated

F¡om the results of the above examples, it can be seen that the decisions of netwo¡k

design problems vary when diflerent performance functions are used in the same

model with same type of traffic demands. This can be observed by comparing the

results of Examples 4.3 and 4.4, and by comparing the results of Exampies 4.5 and

4.6. It a^lso can be seen that the netwo¡k design decisions will be different for a same

model if different types of (static or dynamic) traffic demands are assumed. Two of

the conclusions from the computational results of the fou¡ examples are:

ø Dynamic t¡affic assignment and ND modets shouid be developed and used to

solve dynamic problems. If a dynamic probiem is treated as a static problem,

wrong solutions could be generated.

(0,1,0,0)
(0,1,0,0)
(0,1,0,0)
(0,1,0,0)
(0,1,1,1)

Total Cost

I4i,4.2
r294.2
rr34.2
974.2
812.5

CPU Time

1N{1O.2SEC
1N[22.5S8C
1M58.25EC
2M22.55EC
2M09.6SEC

More accu¡ate performance functions should be used wheneve¡ it is necessary

to obtain accurate results for dynamic ND problems.
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4.6 Sunrmary

In this chapter, tire traffic assignment problem and network design problem with

time-varying demands were discussed. W-e concentrated on the models and algo-

rithms that can be used to solve the probiems in a general network.

The major results presented in this chapter are as foliows:

ø A reasonable and simple algorithm (Algorithm 4.2) for dynamic traffic assign-

ment is developed.

ø Mathematical support for the new algorithm in a simplified (trvo link) network

is presented.

ø A d¡rnamic traffic assignment model is, for the first time, incorporated into a

ND model.

e Static and dynamic ND approaches are compared through a number of ran-

domly selected numerical examples.

In Chapter Three we discussed static traffic assignment and network design

problems. In this chapter rve discussed the dynamic problems. It is obvious that

the dynamic problems are much more complicated and require much more effort

to solve than static ones. However, it is necessary to use dynamic models to solve

dynamic probiems. This conclusion can be drawn from tire comparison study of the

static and dynamic assignment and ND problems conducted in this chapter.
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ühapter õ

,&re ÐxËer3s3833 of the
Trarusï) rrË at iosr hzlo dels

5. X. lntnoductíon

In the previous chapters, we discussed the static and dynarnic transportation as-

signment and network design (ND) problems. A number of mathematical models

and algorithms are presented in those chapters. In this chapter, u'e will present an

application of dynamic traffic assignment and ND models in a job routing problem

and a system design problem in a flexible manufacturing system.

Traffic assignment and ND models not only can be used to solve transportation

problems but also can be applied to sof i'eproblems in the other fields of Operations

Research and Industrial Engineering. A job scheduling and routing problem in the

flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) with time-varying demands and alternative

machines can be solved by a modified dynamic traffic assignment model and an

algorithm presented in Chapter Four.
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6.2 ,& Brief Låterature Få"evíew

Routing flexibiliiy in a multi-machine production system is one of the most impor-

tant aspects in achieving a high level flexibilii¡' in F]\,IS. Techniques used to solve

parts routing probiems include:

ø Optimization modeis, based on integer programming or branch and bound

approach. This approach may not be efficient for large-scaie problems.

e Heuristic job dispatching rules are widely applied in soh'ing FMS scheduiing

problems. The effectiveness and efficiency of heuristic rules may var¡r for

problems with different features. Extensive simulation study is needed to test

these rules for different types of manufacturing systems and different routing

problems.

Parts routing and scheduling problems in FMS has attracted much attention

from both researchers and practitioners. In the iiterature, we found that Nsar and

Elsayed (1990) discussed a scheduling problem in a job shop with alternative ma-

chines. Avonts and Van Wassenhove (1988) developed an approach by combining

linear programming and queueing network rnodels for soiving a routing and schedul-

ing problem. Maimon and Choong (1987) studied a flow shop system with time

dependent product demands, Raman et al. (i989) extended the static scheduling

rules for a static singie macirine system to a dynamic single machine system. Siran-

thikumar and Buzacott (1984) used a, queueing netrvork model to study the time

spent by a job in a dynamic job shop. Maimon and Gershwin (1988) developed a

dynamic programming model for soiving a dynamic FNIS scheduling and routing

problem.
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The parts routing problem considered in this cirapter is a more complicated one

which can be solved using the method deveioped in this transportation study.

5.ß Fants FÐoutång í¡r a Ftrexib1e h4a¡auf,acturíng
Sysüerr

In this section, we use a heuristic algorithm to solve a part routing and scheduling

problem in a flexible nanufacturing system with time-varying job (part) demands.

Time-varying aspect in this context means that at different times there may be

different types and different numbers of parts coming to the system and waiting to be

scheduled and processed. Scheduiing and routing probiems invoiving time-varying

demands are more realisiic in a manufacturing system, because most of today's

manufacturing systems are operated on a continuing basis. Types and numbers

of the parts to be processed will var¡r f¡sttr time to time. Solving this scheduling

and routing problem requires the assignment of operations of parts to machines in

response to the time-varying demands in quantities and varieties of parts production,

The goal here is as follows: given a job's arrival (release) time, to schedule its

processing via the appropriate set of machines, taking full advantage of the flexibility

of the machines and of the job's manufacturing alternatives. By the manufacturing

alternatives we mean that an operation of a part can be carried out by one of several

different machines in the manufacturing system.

The heuristic algorithm is adopted from the dynamic traffic assignment method

(Algorithm 4.2, Chapter Four). It is not based on an integer programming approach

or heuristic job dispatching rules. The algorithm is based on the method of successive

averages (MSA) and it can be used for solving dynamic parts routing problems in a

FMS where the objective is to minimize the completion time of an individual batch
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of parts.

5,S"1 Froblem Statement

Conside¡ an FMS consisting of a number of machines or machine centers ,MC,n,m :
r,2,..., M, as shown in Figure 5.1. obse¡r'e the FMS at equally spaced time epochs

sequentially numbered by rL,rL = I,2,...,N. Assume that at the beginning of some

of the time epochs, there a¡e a number of diflerent part types waìting to be processed

by the Fn{S. Let //¿ (t < ¡f, < /ú) be the last time epoch at which there are parts

to enter the system. Define No@) as the number of part types entering the FMS at

time epoch a. Then by the definition of y'ú¿, we have: i) /ü"(¡/o) > 0; ii) /Ío(") > 0,

î.or n,7 1n < 1/¿; and iii) Nr(n): 0, fo¡ n, N¿ 1n 1 N. Fo¡ the parts to be

Figure 5.1: A Manufacturing System
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Figure 5.2: Pa¡ts to Be Processed

o
Glo
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processed, we assume that:

i) all ihe part t5'pes are in batches with each batch having at least one part (Figure

5.2);

ii) each part type has a number of operations to be carried out by different machines

in the systems;

iii) an operation of a part might be carried out by one of a number of the machines

in the system;

iv) a part cannot be processed by more than one machine at the same time;

v) any operation being carried out will continue to compietion without interruption;

and

vi) the precedence relationships of operations for each part type are predetermined

and enforced (Figure 5.2);

For machines in the FMS, we assume that:

i) different machines can carry out the same operation (but not necessarily with

the same processing time), so that the system is "flexible";

ii) there are no machine breakdowns during the time horizon of the part processing;

iii) in process storage is allowed with an unlimited buffer capacity for the parts

queued, if there is a queue, at each machine;

iv) each machine applies "first come, first serve" rule for processing the parts wait-

ing in the queue at the machine'

v) no machine has idle time as long as jobs are rvaiting to be processed; and
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vi) transportation times for the parts from one machine to another are negiigible.

With the above assumptions, we cievelop an algorithm to solve the paris routing

problem in FNIS rvitli time-varying demands. The objective of the problem is to

complete, as earl5' as possible, the processing of each part b¡' the manufacturing

system. Achieving this objective may not necessarily result in the total makespan

of all the parts being minimized. In other rvords, the resuit is "individual optimal"

rather than "system optimal". Therefore, the method and the algorithm are more

suitable for scheduling a small service system which processes contracted parts for

outside companies.

5.S.2 Using MSA for Parts Routíng

First we present a small example to iliustrate the basic idea of the 1\{SA algorithm

for solving this parts routing problem.

Erample 5.1

Consider the machines in the FMS as nodes in a network and all the possible routings

of each part type as connections (iinks) betrn'een the nodes. Let us assume that there

is only one part type with three operations to be carried out by the manufacturing

system shown in Figure 5.i. Table 5.1 shows the three manufacturing aiternatives

(j : I,2,3) for the operations of this part type for this illustrative example. Table

5.1 also shows the rnachine numbers (columns 2,4 anà 6) and the corresponding

processing times for the operations (columns 3,5 and 7). Assume that the batcir

size of this part type is four. The machines shown in Figure 5.1 can be connected

by the links according to the manufacturing alternatives given in Table 5.1. The

constructed network can be found in Figure 5.3(a). To simplify the analysis, an

artiflcial node (Node 0) was added to the network in Figure 5.3(a). At the first
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(a)

Figure 5.3: Const¡ucted Networks
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Table 5.1: I'Ianufacturing Alternatives for Example 6.1

j

ite¡ation of the d¡'namic routing algorithm, the distances of links in the netwo¡k

are assigned by processing times as shou'n in Figure 5.3(a). A shortest route algo-

rithm, is then applied to this network to find the minimum completion time routing

(MCTR) fo¡ the part type, which is the routing (0-)1-2-9 in this network. At the

second iteration, the distances of the links in the network w-ill be updated based on

the assumption that the u'hole batch of the (four) parts have been loaded on the

generated routing (0-)1-2-9. Assume that the updated distances of the network are

as shown in Figure 5.3(b). A new MCTR, (0-)4-5-6 at this iteration, is generated

based on the updated distances. At the third ite¡ation, the distances in the network

will be updated again based on the assumption that 4xIl2(:2) parts have been

loaded on the routing (0-)1-2-9 and the other two parts have been loaded on routing

(0-)4-5-6 (Figure 5.3(c)). Assume that a new MCTR, routing (0-)z-g-g, is found at

the third iteration. Then the distances will be updated based on the assumption

that each of the routings (0-)1-2-9, (0-)4-5-6 and (0-)z-g-9 has been loaded with

4 x Ll3 parts' Let us assume that the ioading and reloading procedure li'ill stop at

the fou¡th ite¡ation and the MCTRs found at each of the four iterations are (0-)1-

2-9, (0-)4-5-6, (0-)7-8-9 and (0-)1-2-9 again. Then the final parr routings for this

part type will be: two parts to be processed by machines 1,2,and g; one part to be

I
t
3

NL (i) úl(1)
| 2.0
4 3.0
7 3.0

miQ) t:(2)
I
5

I

4.0
5.0
5.0

,n (3) úi(3)
3 3.0
6 1.0
I 1.0
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processed by machines 4,5, and 6; and one part to be processed by machines 7,8,

and 9.

The above illustration of the MSA routing procedure is for a single part type

and a single time epoch case. For the general situations, the idea is the same as

illustrated in Exarnple 5.1. The dynamic shortest route algorithm, similar to the one

in Eqs(4.15) and (4.16), Chapter Four, is used to takeinto account the time-varying

aspect of the network.

The MSA approach has been successfully used in solving static and dynamic

transportation assignment problems as discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. We have not

been able to prove the optimality of the algorithm in this manufacturing application.

MSA can only be considered as a heuristic algorithm in solving this parts routing

probiem. In order to formally present the algorithm, we define:

&(r) number of part types entering the FX{S at time epoch rL,rL: I,2,...,N¿;

Nt@) number of parts in a batch of part type z entering the Fl\{S at time
epoch n, i - I,2, ..., No(n),n : !,2,,..., N¿,

N: number of operations of part type i,, i : I,2,..., No(n),n : I,2,..., N¿;

N;, number of manufa,cturing aiternatives for the operations of part type i,
'i : r,..., No(n),n : L,..., ff¿i

ppi manufacturing alternatives for the operations of part type i,
j : r,..., Nk, i : 7,..., No(n),,'t?' : r,..., N¿;

A "manufacturing alternative" for an operation of a part type is composed by the

machine number and the processing time for that operation. For brevity, a manu-

facturing alternative is given for a part t¡'pe instead of individual operations. Thus,

the j-th manufacturing alternati'i'e of part t1'pe i, ppi, is expressed by:

pp"j : l(m'¡(r),¿;(1)), (*"¡(2),ti?Ð,, (*'¡(Ni,), ú;(¡i;))1,
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where rn'r(h) and

'"'j(l')

j : I,..., Nåp,i : I, ..., No(n),n : I,..., l/¿;

t',(h") ate:

the machine to carry out operation ñ. of part type i,
according to manufacturing alternative j,

h : 1,..., Nl, i : 1,..., Nio, 'i : I, ..., No(n),Tz : 1,...,1/¿;

We assume tirat N;e > l,Vi. This means that an operation on a part t¡rpe can

normally be carried out by one of many machines in the system. As defined earlier,

machine numbers in the manufacturing alternatives indicate which machilre can be

used to caffy out an operation of a part type. They do not specify a particular

part routing to produce a part of that part type. For example, if part type t has 3

operations and there are 2 nanufacturing alternatives knorvn as:

ppl : [(1,5.5), (2,6.0), (3,3.5)1 and

pptz : [(4, 5.0), (5, 7.0), (6, 4.5)],

tiren it means that part type 1 can be produced by any of the following 8(23) part

routings: l-2-3, I-2-6, 1-5-3, 1-5-6, 4-2-3, 4-2-6,4-5-3 and 4-5-6.

For each machine or machine center N{C-, nt : 7,2,..., M, define T*(") as the

time to complete the processing of the iast part waiting at 1\4C- at time epoch n.

T^(n) is evaluated by the following recursive formula:

f¡(h) the processing time for operation å. of part type i,
according to manufacturing alternative j,

{ r.,(n) : T^(n - 1) + 6i@)ñi,@)tiØ)^ - s, (n), n:2,8,..., ff,

where: 7,"(7¡ : g,

and
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i) 6"^(n) _I-t

ii) Ñh,r(") is the nurnber of parts of part type i entering the FMS at time

epoch n and being loaded on machine NIC-,

iii) ti(l;)^ is the processing time for operation å. accordingto pp'¡ for tire part

type i, entering the FMS at time epoch n,I 1 i < Nfo, and

1, if a part of part type i entering the FMS at time epoch z
is loaded on machine rn;
otherrvise,

i") s^(n) is a counting parameter given as follows:

I s-(1) : g

l

I "-{,) : { ;:," 
- 1) + 1, 'j,kfi; L) t o; 

,

With the above definitions and expressions, the i\{SA

parts routing is given below.

Algori,thm 5.1

Step 0. Set K(K > 1) to an integer and let l*:0.
For each time epoch tu', tu' - 1,..., À/¿, use the manufacturing

alternatives to generate a routing in the network for each part type.

Assume no parts are being processed by the system.

For each machine MC-, m: I,..., LI, generate the rvaiting/completion

rime ff)(t), by (m"¡(h),t j(t )), vi, j,h.

Let Tf)(z): .. r : 4f)(¡i) : 4f)(1).

Step 1. Let k : lr + 1.

Based on the latest waiting/completion time ff-1)(n).n: 1,...,ff,

rn : I,..., h[,use the dynamic shortest route algorithrn to obtain

L27

n :2,3, ..., ff.

algorithm for the dynamic
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k-th MCTR for each part type i, for n',rL' : !,..., N¿

Step 2. Let Ñi@') : Ní(n')lk, T.t' :1, ...,.&¿;Vi.

Load the number equal to Ñ!(n') of parts of part type e on each

MCTR k', k' : I,...,k, for each time epoch TL',TL' : 1, ...,\r¿, Vi;

Step 3. Caiculaie the rvaiting/completion time T:p(n) by using Eqs(5.i) and

(5.2); for n : I,..., ff, rrl : I,..., M.

Step4. If k>K,stop. Theresultistoload N[(n')lK numberof partsof part

type i entering the system at time epoch rL',TL' :7,...,Nd,

on the k-t1ì MCTR, goto Step 1.

A numericai example is presented next to illustrate the algoriihm.

5.3.3 A Parts Routing Ðxample

Erample 5.2

The Input Data of the Example

This example is based on the nine mach.ine system as shor'*'n in Figure 5.1.

Parts ate released to the systems in three time epoch, (1{¿ - 3). The number of

part types, the batch size and the number of operations of each part type are given

in Table 5.2. At time epoch 1, for instance, there are 24,12 and 12 parts in a batch

for part types 1, 2 and 3, respectiveiy. The number of operations and the number

of manufacturing alternatives of each part type for this example are also shown in

Table 5.2. The manufacturing alternatives for the part types are given in Table 5.3.

Computational Results

Computational results of this example with 12 total iterations are presented in

Tables 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6. They shorn' the different parts routings and the number of

parts assigned to these routings for each part iype. The latest finishing time f of
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Table 5.2: .Data of Parts for Example 5.2

n N"(n)

I 3

I

,

I
2

3

Ni(n)

3

3

¿.t

t2
72

I
.)

3

2

N:
3

3
o

24

t2
24

Table 5.3: Manufacturing Alternatives of Example 5.2

Àl

I
,

3

3

3

3
n

3

T2

12

n

2

2

2

I

2

3

l

1

1

2

3

2

3

mi(1) ti(1)

I

I 2.0
4 3.0
7 3.0

I
I
,
3

I 4.0
2 2.0
3 6.0

3
I
,
3

rnl(2) t',(2)

I

,

1 2.0
4 6.0
7 4.0

2 4.0
5 5.0
8 5.0

I
,

, t
t

i 1.0

2 3.0

4 3.0
5 2.0
6 4.0

3

nrj(3) úi(3)

I
,

7 4.0
6 3.0

I

3

2 3.0
6 2.0
I 4.0

3 3.0
6 r.0
I 1.0

I
t

3 2.0
6 3.0

t
I
,
3

r 1.0
3 3.0

4 4.0
5 3.0

7 4.0
I 4.0
I 2.0

7 1.0
I 2.0
I 1.0

I 2.0
3 4.0
2 4.0
5 2.0

7 4.0
I 2.0

I 2.0
9 4.0

4 3.0
5 2.0
6 3.0

4 5.0
7 7.0

I 4.0
2 3.0
3 4.0
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Table 5.4: Generated parts Routings for Example 5.2 (n _ 1)

1-2-6 4
4-5-3 2
7-5-6 2

1-8-9 6
4-2-9 2
4-8-9 2

1-5-6 2

7-8-6 2

4-8-6 2

where liP¡(z) is the number of parts of part t¡'pe i loadcd on the rou tiug, n = 1,2,8.

Routinq N
3-4-7 I
3-5-9 1

2-5-7 I
2-5-8 1

2-5-9 3
2-4-7 I
2-6-9 I
3-6-9 I
2-4-9 I
3-4-9 I

Routirrg NP;O
4-6 I
t-2 1

7-6 1

1-6 I
4-9 I
7-9 4

'_' :

Table 5.5: Generated Parts Routings for Example 5.2 (":2)

Routing NP, (2
2-4-8 2

l-5-8 t2
2-5-8 6
1-4-8 2
2-4-9 2

Routing NPz(2
6
t
3

I

Routing NPs (2
6-2-4 4

3-2-7 2

3-5-4 6
6-5-7 2
3-5-7 2

3-2-4 4

6-2-7 4
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Table 5.6: Generated Parts Routings for Example 5.2 (n : 3)

Routing NPr (3)

ail the machines is used as a measurement of the ¡esults. f is evaluated as:

f : mgx{T,,}, (5,g)

u'he¡e f; it the time epoch that the processing of all the parts assigned to machine

MC- has been finished. The values of f at different iterations a¡e shou-n in the

chart of Figure 5.4. CPU times fo¡ this example is 31.01 seconds. Results of this

section (section 5.2) has been sumbitte by chen and Alfa (lggld).

The parts routing algorithm can be embedded in a manufacturing system design

model which will be discussed next.

i=1

3-7 I
1-9 6
1-7 2

'-' :

Rout,ing NPz(3)
i=2

8-4-2 I
7-5-2 1

9-5-2 3

9-4-1 1

8-4-3 1

8-5-1 2

9-5-1 2

9-6-3 I

ffi"4 ,& Vlanufactr¡.ríng Systena Ðesign Pnobtrerm

The FMS parts routing model can be further extended to a manufacturing system

design model. A branch and bound algorithm similar to Algorithm 4.3, Chapter

Four, is used to solve the manufacturing system design problem.

5.4.L The Model and the ,{lgorithm

A manufacturing system design problem needs to be addressed if:
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ø the tirne-varying demands of the jobs to be processed by the FI\{S is stable,

that is, the pattern of the varying demands of the jobs wili repeat upon a

larger time horizon; and

ø the operating cost of a certain number of the machines is ver5' high and some

of the machines in the sysiem should be non-active for a particular set of jobs.

For example, consider the FMS parts routing problem in Example 5.2. Assume

that there are 3 more machines available and the cost of including these machines

is known. Similar to the transportation ND problem, making decisions to inciude

some or all of the new machines into the current system can be considered as a

svstem design probiem. The objective function of this model is the sum of the total

time to complete all the jobs and ihe fixed and/or operating cost added (saved) by

including (remoi'ing) the new (existing) machines. This objective is to be minimized

subject to the results generated by Aigorithm 5.1. The system design model can be

presented as:

(MSD)

u'here:

u'ith

MC
mln Ð fn+-À^lCrut
"" -€MSo l=1

In Eqs(5.4), (5 5) and (5.6), MSn is the set of machines in the manufacturing

system corresponding to the /z-th set of "candidate machines";Un,h:7,...,2n0 -I,
are the decision variables indicating tire new (existing) machines considered to be

added (removed);o¿ is the celi of vector Un a:nà is corresponding to each individuai

1D.)
l-t)ù

T*: {n-i**(n-) ) 0 and æi(n- + 1) :0},* € MSh

4 : 
-äffi ,{T^}

(5,4)

(5 5)

(5,6 )



machine considered; C¿ is the sum of the fixed and operating cost of including a

maclrine I (note that C¿ dose not include the cost of removal); À- expresses the

conversion between the machine cost and the job completion time; and ø-(n ) is the

nunrber of parts on machine m at time epoch n generated by Algorithm 5.1. These

variables are similar to the corresponding variables defined for transportation ND

problems in Chapters Three and Four.

To solve this model, the branch and bound algorithm similar to Aigorithm 4.3

in Chapter Fou¡ is used. In Algorithm 5.2, Cl is the total cost to include the ma-

clrines indica,ted by vector Un, h - 1,...zttr - 1. The step by step procedure of the

algorithm is presented below:

Algorithm 5.2

Step 1. Use Algorithm 5.1 to generate part routings based on the existing

manufacturing system, MSo; calculate the latest compietion time f6.

Set the current lower bound LB : fo.

Set current optimal solution [J* : (Jo: (0,0, ...,0,0).

Set å : D, where D :zIuI - !.

Step 2. For the system 1\,IS¿ generate part routings using Algorithm 5.1.

Let TCn : fn I 
^.,C1 

.

Step 3. If TCn I LB, set LB : TCn and U- - Un.For all k.k < å. and Un t Un,

tf: l;¡r¡,"Tn -f À¿Cl > LB (similar to that in Algorithm 4.3, "[Jh t (J*"

means that ail the machines in the machine set k are included in

the machine set å), then eliminate machine set k from further

consideration, go to Step 4.

Step 4. If. h : 1, output U- as the optimal solution, stop; otherwise, set h : h - I,
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5,4.2 A Vlanufacturing System Ðesign Example

go to Step 2.

Erample 5.3

Example 5.3 is to illustrate Algorithm 5.2. This example is based on the parts rout-

ing problem of Example 5.2. Assume that the same set of jobs in Example 5.2 will

be carried out by the manufacturing system. Also assume that in the manufacturing

system shorvn in Figure 5.1, there are 3 new machines, Machines 10, 11 and 12 are

considered to be iircluded in tire svstem. And assume that two existing machines,

X,lachines 4 and 8 are considered to be made non-active. We call these five machines

the "candidate machines". The manufacturing system u'ith these "candidate ma-

chines" are shown in Figure 5.5. The savings of tire operating cost from stopping

I\{achines 4 and 8 in the existing system are 150 and 150 units, respectively; and the

cost of adding Machines 10, 11 and 12 to the manufacturing system are 100, 100 and

65 units, respectively. A nerv set of manufacturing alternatives for the same set of

parts are shorvn in Table 5.7. Note that there is a larger number of manufacturing

alternatives for each operation of the parts shown in Tabie 5.7 than those shown in

Table 5.3 for Example 5.2, since the nelv machines are also capable of carrying out

some of these operations. The computational result of this exampie with )- : 0.1

is (0, 0, 1, 1, 0). That is, using the tu'o existing machines, Machines 4 and 8 in the

system, should be stopped; and two nen'machines, Machines 10 and 11, should be

included in the system. In solving this manufacturing system design probiem, 32

times of the parts routing algorithm (Algorithrn 5.1) irave been performed. CPU

time is about 15 minutes for this system design example in the mainframe computer.
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Table 5.7: Manufacturing Alternatives (Example 5.S)

n t J

I
I
,
etu
4

-i(1) úi(l)

I

I 2.0
d 3.0
7 3.0
t0 1.0

2
I
,
3
4

I 4.0
2 2.0
3 6.0
10 2.0

nj(z) ti!)

.jù
1

t
3
4

2 4.0
5 5.0
8 5.0
lt 2.0

I 2.0
4 6.0
7 4.0
11 2.0

I
I
2

3

4 3.0
5 2.0
6 4,0
11 1.0

2

nri(3) úi(3)-

I 1.0
2 3.0
3 6.0

2

3 3.0
6 1.0
9 1.0
t2 1.0

I
t
3

2 3.0-
6 2.0
I 4.0
t2 1.0

7 4.0-
6 3.0
10 2.0

3
I
2

3

7 4.f
I 4.0
I 2.0
t2 1.0

3 2.0
6 3.0
9 7.0

I

4 4.0
5 3.0
6 6.0

3

I
2

3

I 1.0
3 3.0
2 6.0

2

I 2.0
3 4.0
5 8.0

1

2

3
4

7 1.0
I 2.0
9 1.0
t2 1.0

2 4.0
5 2.0
il 2.0

8 2.0
9 4.0
11 1.0

7 4.0
I 2.0
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Figure 5.5: A Manufacturing System for Example S.S
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A parts routing and scheduling problem in an FMS is a combinatorial problem and

is usually difficult to solr'e. Adding the aspect of time-varying demands makes the

problem more complicated, even though it becomes more realistic. The method used

to solve the parts routing and system design problems presented in this chapter are

based on dynamic trafic assignment and network design algorithms. The advantages

of using Algorithms 5.1 and 5.2 is that they are simple and easy to implement. A

number of limitations in using Algorithm 5.1 for parts routing and scheduling are:

ø The objective of Algorithm 5.1 is to complete the operations of each individual

batch of the parts as soon as possible, not to minimize the total makespan of

all the parts. As mentioned earlier, this method is for "inciividual optimal"

rather than for "system optimal". Algorithm 5.1 may not be applicable in

solving a probiem in which system optimal is more important.

ø The resuÌts generated by Algoritirm 5.1 are not necessarily integers. If the

method is used for generating long term plans and schedules, this would not

be a major problem; otheru'ise, adjusted schedules from round-off solutions

have to be considered. One approach for handling this non-integer problem is

to select different iteration number K in the algorithm for different problems

to obtain integer solutions.

The branch and bound algorithm, Algorithm 5.2, for solving the manufacturing

system design problem can be used to select machines for a particular set of parts.

The objective function we used is the maximum completion time of the parts on all

the machines u'ith converted fixed and operating cost of the machines in the system.
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5,6 S urnrr¡ary

In this chapter, we discussed an extension of the transportation assignment and net-

work design problems. The application of the dynamic transportation assignment

models for the parts routing problern in a flexible manufacturing system with time-

varying demands is discussed. A modified transportation MSA algorithm is devel-

oped for solving this manufacturing problem. The parts routing problem is further

extended to a manufacturing system design problem and a branch and bound algo-

rithm is developed. Numerical examples are provided to illustrate the approaches

and algorithms. The manufacturing problems and the methods discussed in this

chapter show that certain transportation problems and manufacturing problems

have similarities and they can be solved by similar techniques. The branch and

bound algorithm developed to soive the manufacturing system design problem is

a direct transformation from the dynamic network design model. Solving realistic

manufacturing system design problems ca.n be expected rvith furtirer modifications

and development of the models and the algorithms presented in this chapter.
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6.1- Ðiscussion and Conc].u.sïons

In this thesis the research work focuses on l\D problems in road transportation

networks. Trafrc assignment problems need to be solved before ND problems can

be properly studied. Static system optimal or deterministic user equilibrium traffic

assignment problerns have been studied extensively by many researchers. \Mell-

supported models and efficient algoritirms are available for solving these problems.

To study ND problems in urban road networks, time-varying traffic demands

should be considered. In an urban network, the objective of solr'ing ND problems

is to reduce the traffic congestions of the peak hours during which traffic demands

are time-varying. Dynamic traffic assignment and ND problems are much more

complicated than static ones and much more work needs to be done in order to

properl¡' address these problems.

A few concluding points can be drawn from this research as listed belorv.

ø Well-developed techniques and algorithms are available for solving static traffic

assignment problems. Normally, there rvill be no major difficulty in applying

the available models and algorithms to solve large scale and realistic traffic
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assignment probiems with the help of a mainframe or even a micro computer.

The static models and algorithms are also supported b5' very strong mathe-

matical analysis and most of them can be solved optimally. Although there

may be little space left for future research of the static deterministic user equi-

librium (DUE) assignment problems, there are still unsoh'ed problems in the

static stochastic user equilibrium (SUE) assignment. Stochastic traffic assign-

ment is a very important issue. As discussed in Chapter Three, it eiiminates

the unrealitic assumption of the deterministic traffic loading approach. It also

can eventualiy replace the DUE model since DUE can be considered as a spe-

cial case of SUE. Also as shown in Chapter Three, network design decisions

depend on the traffic assignment models used. The decision could be different

if a SUE modei is used instead of a DUE model. A major reason that the SUE

model was not sufficiently addressed is that it normally requires more compu-

tation. The development of the new algorithms presented in Chapter Three

for solving a static SUE assignment prc,biem is an attempt to find efficient

methods to solve the problem.

Solving netrvork design problems, even without considering the time-varying

aspect, is a more difficult and complex research topic. Completeiy differ-

ent models must be forrnulated for ND problems with different assumptions.

Approaches for solving these various models range from traditional linear pro-

gramming method to expert systems techniques. In this thesis research, we

constrain our interest in ND problems in a congested network with a user equi-

librium traffic assignment. The branch and bound ND algorithm developed

in this research can solve static stochastic user equilibrium ND problems in

a comparably large general network. This is the first time that a stochastic
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traffic assignrnent model is embedded in a ND algorithm. The weakness of the

aigorithm is that, like any other method based on branch and bound approach,

it will not be very efrcient rvhen an l{D solution is to be generated from large

numbers of candidate links.

Adding the time-varying aspect to t¡affi.c assignment models and ND models

results in a much higher complexity of problems. There are very few models

and algorithms available for soiving a user equilibrium traffic assignment prob-

lem n'ith time-varying demands in a general network. Mathematical models

for this problern are difficult to formulate and theoretical analysis is difrcult

to develop. One of the main difficulties is to mathematically formulate the

phenomenon that traveliers departing at different origins and at different time

epochs may encounter to each other at a same node in the network. The

dynamic traffic assignment algorithm deveioped in this thesis (Chapter Four)

is an attempt to address this problem properly. Although it is a heuristic

method, the theoretical basis for this algorithm in a simple network is estab-

lished in this research. Randomly selected numerical examples presented in

this thesis also shows encouraging results, However, much. more research is

needed to develop appropriate mathematical models and efficient algorithms

for solving dynamic traffic assignment problems. \,Vith proper models and effi-

cient algorithms for dynamic traffic assignment, it will not be ver)' difficult to

formulate and solve dynamic ND problems by using available techniques. The

comparison study presented in Chapter Four shows that solutions of ND prob-

lems are different rvhen different types of trafic demands are assumed. Wrong

decisions might be reached if the time-r'arying demands of an ND problem are

repiaced by constant traffic demand. Hence using a static approach based on
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a simplified assumption to solve a dynamic ND problem may generate wrong

solutions.

o It is interesting to note that there are similarities between traffic assignment

problems in transportation and parts routing problems in manufacturing. A

same approach, after minor modifications, can be applied to soive similar

problems in the two different areas. A model and an algorithm developed for

soh'ing dynamic traffic assignment and ND problems are successfully applied

to solr'e a parts routing probiem and a system design problem in a manufac-

turing system as presented in Chapter Five.

6"2 Fossible Futr¡re Ïl,esea.rch

The research of transportation ND probiems presented in this thesis is a complete

research in itself. Possible future research topics in this area may include:

o For the user equilibrium network design problem with static traffic demands,

continuous models and algorithms need further deveiopment. In this research,

rve used discrete ND models and algorithms rvhich can generate reaiistic re-

sults. Like any other disc¡ete method, these algorithms suffer inefficiency

when they are used to solve large scale problems. The results from continuous

models may not be directly implementable and they normally need further

round-offs. Algorithms for soiving continuous models are normally more effi-

cient. X{ore study of continuous models and algorithms, therefore, should be

conducted.

For the traffic assignment problem with time-varying demands. there are many

difficult and open problems to be solved. To conduct a thorough theoretical
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analysis of the problem, one needs to develop suitable mathematical opiimrza-

tion models. Since it could be verS' diffi.cult to formulate proper mathematical

modeis for this problem, more heuristic algorithms based on simple and reason-

able common logic should be developed. These algorithms should be efficient

to solve realistic large scale problems. More models and algorithms for solving

dynamic ND problems also need to be developed. Also, more computational

experiments need to be done to compare different dynamic assignment and

ND models and algorithms.

e Applications of expert system techniques in solving ND problems need to be

explored. In solving realistic ND problems) normally there are many quali-

tative factors involved. Expert system techniques are good at handiing such

unstructured problems. There are not many published papers reporting ap-

plications of this powerful technique for soiving transportation ND problems.

ø Applications of transportation models and algorithms to solve problems rn

other related areas such as manufacturing system analysis need further ex-

ploration because some problems in those different areas maJ¡ be similar in

nature.

6.8 F ínal R"erna.rks

Transportation network design problems are very important issues facing trans-

portation system planners in their daily work. The study of transportation netrvork

design problems is aiso a very interesting research topic. A large amount of re-

search work has been done in this area and many useful results have been achieved.

l\{odels, algorithms and computer softrvare developed for solving practical traffic as-
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signment and ND problems have been applied in practicai planning w-ork. Benefits

of applications of the research rvork are visible.

In this area, there stiil are many problems remaining open. X'Iore realistic modeis

and algorithms need to be developed in order that this very crucial problem can be

addressed more properly and sol'i'ed more accurately and efficiently.
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